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Abstract

Mobile Device Forensics (MF) is an interdisciplinary field consisting of tech-
niques applied to a wide range of computing devices, including smartphones
and satellite navigation systems. Over the last few years, a significant amount
of research has been conducted, concerning various mobile device platforms,
data acquisition schemes, and information extraction methods. This work
provides a comprehensive overview of the field, by presenting a detailed as-
sessment of the actions and methodologies taken throughout the last seven
years. A multilevel chronological categorization of the most significant stud-
ies is given in order to provide a quick but complete way of observing the
trends within the field. This categorization chart also serves as an ana-
lytic progress report, with regards to the evolution of MF. Moreover, since
standardization efforts in this area are still in their infancy, this synopsis of
research helps set the foundations for a common framework proposal. Fur-
thermore, because technology related to mobile devices is evolving rapidly,
disciplines in the MF ecosystem experience frequent changes. The rigorous
and critical review of the state-of-the-art in this paper will serve as a resource
to support efficient and effective reference and adaptation.
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1. Introduction

Internet and Information Technology (IT) are no longer a novelty, but
a necessity in almost every aspect concerning people’s lives, extending to
a great variety of purposes, from business, education and public health to
entertainment, commerce and even more. Models and behavioral patterns
succumbed to changes in order to adapt to the new conditions that IT has cre-
ated. It is thus inevitable that delinquent actions and patterns are expected
to follow the same direction concerning their evolution and differentiation.
Cybercrime, including the involvement of IT infrastructures in minor and
major criminal activities, led to the creation of a new discipline, namely Dig-
ital Forensics (DF), equivalent to classical forensics where “evidence analysis
takes place using data extracted from any kind of digital electronic device”
(Harrill and Mislan, 2007). Although a digital device can participate in a
crime by different means, “unless hardware itself is contraband, evidence, an
instrumentality, or a fruit of crime, it is merely a container for evidence”
(Casey, 2011b). Due to different attributes among computering devices, DF
has developed several sub-disciplines, including Computer Forensics, Mem-
ory Forensics, Multimedia Forensics, Network Forensics, Small Scale Device
Forensics or Mobile Device Forensics. (Casey, 2011b).

Technology concerning mobile devices has presented revolutionary growth
during the last decade. Mobile phones, enhanced with hardware and software
capabilities, not only serve as a means of communication, but also as small-
scale portable computers with advanced communication capabilities. For
instance, smartphones are able to store a rich set of personal information
and at the same time provide powerful services, e.g. location-based services,
Internet sharing via tethering, and intelligent voice assistance to name just
a few. In addition to the traditional cyber attacks and malware threats that
plague legacy computers, smartphones now represent a promising target for
malware developers that struggle to expose users sensitive data, compromise
the device or manipulate popular services (Damopoulos et al., 2011, 2012a,
2013). Additionally, the number of stolen or lost smartphones has increased
rapidly over the last few years. In a research conducted by McMillan et al.
(2013) among British legal databases from 2006 to 2011, the involvement of
smartphones in delinquent activities presented an average growth of 10 cases
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per year. Some of the devices mentioned above may be used as a stepping
stone (Chavez, 2008) to spoof the real identity of the attacker or to take
advantage of the stored sensitive personal information.

Without a doubt, the widespread use of portable, small scale devices
significantly increases the likelihood of a such devices being involved in a
criminal activities. According to Jansen and Ayers (2007), MF is the science
of recovering digital evidence from a mobile device under forensically sound
conditions using accepted methods. The field of MF is challenging by de-
fault, due to the fact that smartphones have limited processing and memory
resources, different CPU architecture and a variety of well-secured Operat-
ing System (OS) versions compared to those of a personal computer, making
forensic processing a complex task. These challenges are compounded by the
rapid rate of change in mobile device technology. While some forensic meth-
ods may be effective for a certain device or OS version, they may be useless
for its successor(s). The variety of models and OSs can also raise a barrier
concerning usage training. Investigators charged with the task of interacting
with the devices have to be advanced users, in order to minimize the risk
of human-driven errors. On the other hand, the amount of acquired data
from small-scale devices may be considerably less than the amount of data
retrieved from personal computers (Yates, 2010). Finally, when it comes to
power consumption matters, which leads to resources vanishing quicker than
in devices such as notebooks, since forensic labs are equipped with power
supply cables, the only challenge occurs when the battery is almost depleted
upon seizure. If the device shuts down before or during an on-the-fly ac-
quisition, crucial information will probably be lost, including volatile data.
Preservation of volatile data is becoming particularly important in modern
devices in general, due to the proliferation of Web 2.0 and the underlying
technologies. A representative example is Volatility (Volatile Systems, 2011),
a memory analysis tool where addons have been developed in order to scav-
enge twitter posts and Facebook related data directly from RAM on mobile
devices. Such data are dynamic and do not exist in the non-volatile storage.

Additionally, Lessard and Kessler (2009) mentioned that, one of the ma-
jor difficulties in the field of MF is the general lack of hardware, software
and/or interface standardization within the industry. This fact makes foren-
sic processing a hard task, especially for unified research.

Attempting to cover the complete history of research and development
in MF from the very beginning would be a time-consuming and outdated
procedure, particularly because literature related to early developments in
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the field is scarce and older generation devices are no longer in use. The
complexities of functionality in smartphones, combined with the growing
number of such devices that are in use worldwide led to the decision to limit
this research solely to the smartphones area.

Based on these facts, this work reviews and categorizes the main mile-
stones, methodologies and significant studies for MF based on several factors,
aiming to provide a comprehensive view of the state-of-the-art, by performing
an in-depth study of the field.

More specifically, this work provides a thorough overview of the field
of MF, by reviewing and presenting a detailed assessment of the actions
and methodologies taken throughout the last 7 years. As further explained
in Section 4.1, the decision to concentrate on the past 7 years of research
and development in MF was based on the type and interdependence of the
various contributions in the particular time frame and in an effort to provide
a holistic view of the state-of-the art in MF area. In short, an effort was
made to focus the time period to the minimum possible – this is critical for
this rapidly evolving area – but doing so without omitting important parts
that would make difficult to assemble the whole MF puzzle. A schematic
timeline of the most significant studies so far is given, in order to provide
a quick but complete way of observing the milestones and trends within
the field. By doing so we offer an analytical progress report concerning the
evolution of MF. Since standardization activities in the area are quite far
from being mature, this work can help shape a common framework for MF.
As already pointed out, technology concerning mobile devices is evolving at
a rapid pace, and MF must continue to adapt to these frequent changes.
A strong fundamental infrastructure will help support efficient and effective
adaptation. As a result, newcomers or even experts of the MF field will be
able to have a compact image of the state-of-the-art. Also, this work exposes
existing problems in the field of MF, thus providing motivation and future
direction for further research in the area.

While there is a satisfying number of studies throughout literature (Yates,
2010; Hoog and Gaffaney, 2009; Grispos et al., 2011; Satheesh Kumar et al.,
2012; Casey et al., 2010) that have cross-evaluated commercial forensic suites
for extracting conclusions about the retrieved data, this is the first work that
presents a different approach focusing more on new methods, but not totally
neglecting the former. For instance, in some types of smartphone platforms,
the academic work is practically nonexistent while commercial tools have
an excellent coverage. Therefore, due to the fact that the development of
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commercial forensic tools is at large based on elements of the main acquisition
methodologies (addressed in this paper), we did not dedicate an extended
session on them.

The rest of this work is structured as follows. Section 2 enumerates, clas-
sifies and analyzes the criteria that will be used throughout this work, pro-
viding this way the necessary background knowledge. Section 3 surveys the
state-of-the-art in the field. Section 4 elaborates on the research work done
so far contributing a complete categorization of the major MF approaches.
The last section draws a conclusion.

2. Preliminaries

Considering the guidelines presented by ACPO (ACPO, 2007) and the
EDRM model (EDRM LLC, 2013), which are dealing with forensically sound
practices, this work classified the context of MF into the following three
categories that are suitable for conducting the analysis and comparisons used
throughout this research: Evidence acquisition methods, Operating Systems,
and Acquired Data Types.

2.1. Acquisition Methods

Forensic acquisition from devices is divided into three categories: man-
ual, logical and physical. Each one uses different attributes of the device
for extracting the desired amount of data. Manual acquisition is defined as
whatever an individual is capable of acquiring by interacting with the de-
vice itself. This procedure may consist of two separate phases: keeping a
log of the actions taken (Grispos et al., 2011) and interacting with installed
applications to copy the existing data (Mokhonoana and Olivier, 2007). Ad-
ditional means, such as cameras can be used in order to record the device
state (Grispos et al., 2011). Since the probability of human error is very high
and crucial elements can be bypassed, this method should be used as sup-
plementary. Due to the fact that manual acquisition is the only technique
returning data in human interpretable format, it is necessary to take place
simultaneously with the other two kinds. As a result, it will not be examined
as a separate category, but will be integrated in to the other two.

Logical acquisition retrieves a bitwise copy of entities such as files and
directories that reside inside a logical storage means and “provides context
information for the formerly mentioned objects, such as date-time stamps and
location within the file system of the target mobile device” (Casey, 2011a). It
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mainly concerns data that has not been deleted and is achieved by accessing
the file system of the device (Hoog, 2011). Nevertheless, information that is
not practically deleted , but “disguised as” available space for further over-
writing within databases may be retrieved by file system access. Data that
has already been deleted are less likely to be acquired. Logical acquisition
techniques and tools interact with the file system whereas physical acquisition
methods access lower areas. This leads to the conclusion that physical and
logical acquisition show different strengths and weaknesses concerning the
files they retrieve. For instance, physical acquisition retrieves deleted files,
whereas logical acquisition is more efficient for recovery of user data (call and
SMS logs, contacts) (Grispos et al., 2011). “Sometimes logical acquisition is
not possible, for instance when the device is broken beyond repair, or when
the device does not have a standard interface to do the logical acquisition
over”(Klaver, 2010). Physical acquisition may also be conducted before log-
ical, if there is no other way to bypass user security mechanisms such as
passwords and screenlocks (Breeuwsma, 2006). Summarizing, logical acqui-
sition can be divided to the following categories: partition imaging, copying
files-folders, content provider and Recovery Mode (Hoog, 2011; Vidas et al.,
2011; Son et al., 2013).

On the other hand, physical acquisition is solely related to the physi-
cal storage medium. Such a technique is also mentioned as a bitwise copy
of the internal flash memory (Grispos et al., 2011; Quick and Alzaabi, 2011;
Thing and Chua, 2012). This kind of acquisition is more likely to retrieve
deleted data (Husain et al., 2011), which is treated as unallocated but still
exists in memory. However, physical acquisition procedures are more likely to
damage the device while it is being dismantled. According to (Klaver, 2010)
“True physical acquisition can either mean physically removing memory from
the device, using hardware techniques like Joined Test Action Group (JTAG)
(Breeuwsma, 2006) to extract data from the device or use an (adapted) boot-
loader to gain low level access to the device”. These kinds of techniques
“are not only technically challenging and require partial to full disassem-
bly of the device, but they require substantial post-extraction analysis to
reassemble the file system (Hoog, 2011). Nevertheless, it is generally ac-
ceptable in a forensic context that physical acquisition prevails over logical,
because it allows deleted files and any data remnants present to be exam-
ined (Jansen and Ayers, 2007). Sometimes, however, as in the case of the
Windows Mobile OS (Klaver, 2010), research has led to the development
of alternate acquisition methods that lie somewhere in between a physical
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acquisition and a logical one (usually referred to as pseudo physical).

2.2. Operating Systems

A factor of heterogeneity which is an impediment against the develop-
ment of a common MF framework is the existence of different OSs (mobile
platforms). Current market share gives Android and iOS the prevailing per-
centages (Becker et al., 2012). Other OSs, such as Blackberry and Windows
Phone remain also a popular choice. In the past, the need to exploit vulner-
abilities in these operating systems in order to perform physical acquisitions
posed a challenge to admissibility in court (ACPO, 2007; Jansen and Ayers,
2007). However, such concerns have decreased as MF techniques became
more mature and better understood.

In generalized terms, low-level modifications grant access to system areas
which were by default protected by each OS manufacturer. The privileges
users are gaining after the application of a low-level modification vary among
different OSs. Low-level modifications can have a variety of names depending
on the OS they are applied to. They are either known as Rooting (Android,
Windows Mobile), Jailbreak (iOS) or Capability Hack (Symbian). For ex-
ample, Android users are able to install and run applications that require
access to the root directory, such as backup features. In addition to root
privileges, iOS users can install applications not available in the AppStore.
Capabilities on Symbian devices are security mechanisms that can be by-
passed by installing a root certificate and thus allowing users to install and
execute unsigned applications. A brief overview of the OSs characteristics
will be made in the next paragraphs, alongside with their impact to forensic
acquisition.

Android was first released in 2007 and in less than five years achieved
to be the dominant OS in the mobile handsets market. The OS runs on
a Linux 2.6 - based kernel, which serves for supporting fundamental func-
tions, such as device drivers, network infrastructure and power management
(Yates, 2010; Hoog, 2011; Vidas et al., 2011). The next level of the Android
architecture is the domain of the libraries, split to application and Android
runtime ones. The former category provides the appropriate infrastructure
for applications to run properly, such as binaries and graphics support, while
the latter consists of the Dalvik Virtual Machine (DVM) and the core li-
braries that provide the available functionality for the applications (Yates,
2010). Its main purpose is the creation of a stable and secure environment
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for applications execution. Each application runs in its own sandbox (vir-
tual machine). Therefore, it is not affected by other applications or system
functions. Using certain resources is only permitted by special privileges.
This way, a satisfying level of security is preserved. While the Android Run-
time Libraries are written in Java (Yates, 2010), DVM translates Java to
a language that the OS can perceive (Simao et al., 2011). The rest of the
architecture consists of the Applications Framework and the Applications
Layer that manage general application structure, such as containers, alerts
and the applications themselves.

Due to the small chip size, non-volatile nature and energy efficiency,
NAND flash memory was selected to equip Android devices for storage pur-
poses (Hoog, 2011; Zimmermann et al., 2012). NAND flash memory needed
a file system that was “aware of the generic flash limitations and take these
into account on the software level when reading and writing data from and
to the chip”(Zimmermann et al., 2012). Yet Another Flash File System 2
(YAFFS2) was the first file system implemented for devices running Android.
After some years of actual use on the other hand, many issues concerning
system performance, velocity of input/output actions and large files coverage
occurred. As mobile devices architecture tends to follow the path of desktop
computers and acquire multiple core processors, another obstacle arises, since
YAFFS2 cannot support the specific technology (Kim et al., 2012). Right
before the release of ver. 2.3 of the OS (Gingerbread), the file system was
replaced to EXT4. The specific file system, apart from successfully cop-
ing with the weak points of YAFFS2, is enhanced with the journaling event
function (Kim et al., 2012), which provides recovery options and facilitates
acquisition of unallocated files.

Android provides potential developers with the SDK (Software Devel-
opment Kit), which includes a very important tool for forensic and generic
purposes, the Android Debug Bridge (adb). Adb uses a TCP or USB con-
nection between a mobile device and a computer. The appropriate software
is installed at both sides in order to acquire debugging information, start a
shell session with the provided interface, initiate file transactions and add
or remove applications (Hoog, 2011; Simao et al., 2011; Vidas et al., 2011).
Since adb grants a terminal interface, actions like rooting and memory image
extraction can be easily performed.

NAND flash memory was incompatible to the Linux-based kernel. A new
technique had to be implemented to provide the software components with
the ability to access the flash memory areas (Vidas et al., 2011). The Memory
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Technology Devices (MTD) system was one of the facilities serving as an
intermediary between the kernel and the file system and is present in many
Android devices. Handsets that do not support the MTD system usually
utilize the plain Flash Transaction Layer (FTL) that enables communication
between the two parts (Hoog, 2011). Although there are no restrictions
concerning the MTD numbers or types, a certain standard had been adopted
from many device manufacturers (Lessard and Kessler, 2009; Hoog, 2011;
Vidas et al., 2011). MTDs are divided to several partitions, according to the
type of information they store. They can contain information about booting,
recovery, user data, configurations, cache and system files.

Blackberry OS devices are designed by the Research in Motion (RIM)
company and have a diversity of popularity among different countries and
groups worldwide. Few things concerning the Blackberry OS itself and its
ingredients are known from official sources, since the manufacturer does not
provide sufficient documentation. However, substantial amounts of infor-
mation concerning support were obtained via reverse engineering. These
acquisitions are certain to trigger further research. A significant attribute
concerning the OS is that it consists of two separate runtime environments,
one Java ME-based destined for applications and one MDS-based, destined
for network functionality and operations. One of the most forensically in-
teresting elements of the OS is the Interactive Pager Backup (IPD) file, a
collection of databases where information such as call logs, SMS and other
user data are stored (ipddump, 2011). MacOS X is also known to generate
IPD .zip compressed files, but with the .bbb suffix (Forensics Wiki, 2012).
User data, such as contacts, messages, images and OS artifacts are stored in
databases, which are the acquisition target of every forensic operation.

iOS was first released in 2007. It is a UNIX-based OS, partially following
the architecture of the MacOS X equivalent. The main storage device of
a mobile phone running the iOS is divided into two partitions. The first
contains the OS fundamental structure and the applications, while the second
contains all the user-manipulated data (Husain et al., 2011). The two bottom
layers, Core Services and Core OS provide support for low-level data types,
network sockets and file access interfaces. The Media Services layer consists
of the infrastructure responsible for 2D and 3D graphics, audio and video.
Finally, the Cocoa Touch layer contains two subcategories, the UIKit, which
is equipped with the appropriate interface material for applications and the
Foundation framework, which is supporting file management, collections and
network operations (Yates, 2010).
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Maemo is a Linux-based, open source OS. Even though it is not
widespread and its development has been frozen since Oct. 2011, there are
some research-oriented interesting features, such as the fact that user data,
OS functions and swap spaces are situated in different partitions (Lohrum,
2012).

Apart from popular brands, massive production (Fang et al., 2012b) is
also present in replicas of the former. One of the most popular brand names
of this kind is the Shanzhai iPhone imitation. Their low cost is a motivation
for potential buyers. In addition to the fact that they are not easily tracked
down, they make a valuable “weapon” for delinquent actions. Lack of doc-
umentation on infrastructure and system manuals provokes impediments for
forensic investigations.

Symbian is one of the older OS in the category, with its first release taking
place in 1997 as EPOC 32 and discontinued after January 2013. Applica-
tions are mainly written in Java, while its native language is Symbian C++
(Mokhonoana and Olivier, 2007). Since many different versions of the OS
exist, it is inevitable that slight variations concerning its architecture will
also be present. The UI Framework is the upper level and consists of the
infrastructure responsible for user interface functionality. Below that resides
the Application Services Layer, hosting essential services for applications to
run properly. A separate layer is devoted to Java ME, in order to provide
compatibility with the OS. It contains the virtual machine and some sup-
portive packages. Networking services, handlers and components, graphic
support elements and generic services are combined under the OS Services
Layer. Lastly, the lowest level concerns the hardware and kernel infrastruc-
ture (Morris, 2006; Yates, 2010).

WebOS is a Linux-based OS, designed especially for HP smart-
phones and tablets. It can be considered as a hybrid mobile OS,
since its partitions have different formats, according to the use they
had been destined to (Casey et al., 2011). The user partition, which
contained user generated data and multimedia files had an FAT 32
file system format, whereas the system partition had an ext3 file sys-
tem. The fact that it was supporting a bunch of innovative features
(Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P., 2011), such as a web browser
backbone infrastructure (Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P.,
2011; Casey et al., 2011) and multitasking was not able to hamper an
upcoming fall; from being the default OS for many devices, it was purchased
by LG electronics so as to equip Internet TV sets after some modifications.
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Similarly to other mobile OSs, it also provided an SDK and a special version
giving the developers the opportunity to interact with code situated in lower
levels of the system, such as binaries and libraries, mainly written in C and
C++.

The Windows Mobile OS is the evolution of Windows CE, used mainly
on handheld devices, such as palmtops and PDAs (Satheesh Kumar et al.,
2012). The Windows Phone OS is its successor, with many structural el-
ements of forensic importance in common, such as EDB files (Kaart et al.,
2013). It is a Windows-based system, with similar properties specially modi-
fied so as to apply to the nature of mobile devices. One of the basic examples
in this category is its file system. The T-FAT file system (Transaction-safe
FAT) is a variation of the FAT file system used in desktop versions of Win-
dows, enhanced with recovery options (Klaver, 2010; Yates, 2010). Devices
incorporating this OS support NOR and NAND flash chips, so it is possible
to either encounter a device running all its functions solely on one of the two
categories, or a hybrid running its OS from NOR and storing its user data
in NAND. Likely to mobile OSs mentioned before, the architecture of the
Windows Mobile OS consists of similar layers. That is, the upper layer, Ap-
plication UI the median between the user and the applications and the lower
layer (above hardware) that provides the appropriate infrastructure for com-
pletion of system-oriented routine tasks, such as start-up, networking and
other functions (Sasidharan and Thomas, 2011). The Framework and CLR
layers contain libraries serving to execution and performance of applications.

2.3. Data Types

Data acquired from forensic examinations can be also classified, depend-
ing on their types and the entity that has access to them. The first group
consists of data handled and altered strictly by OSs, such as connection han-
dlers (GPS, WiFi) and OS defaults and structural elements (IMEI, IMSI).
The second group concerns data imported and edited by users, such as text
messages, contact lists, pictures and all sorts of customized application data.
Data used by applications as background procedures and other similar entries
manipulated by applications, form the third category.

Table 1 offers a complete view of the areas where forensically significant
data are stored in each mobile platform. Note that Databases and External
Storage are present in every OS, thus pointing out that a common frame-
work can be implemented towards their acquisition. Taking into account
previous research in the field, it seems than the RAM Heap as source of
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information was only researched in Windows Mobile and Android carrier de-
vices (504ensics Labs, 2013) despite the fact that other OSs may also store
valuable data in it. The more popular an OS is, the more research effort is
anticipated to be devoted to it. However, this not always the case especially
between different countries. For instance, while in Canada the BlackBerry
platform is still quite popular, relatively little academic research has been
devoted to it, but Cellebrite has made significant progress acquiring Black-
berry devices physically and decoding the information they contain. Popu-
larity though is only one of the factors that affect potential research activity.
The availability of documentation concerning a specific OS also contributes
to future decisions on research. For example, Blackberry was known for the
lack of distributed documentation, so it was harder, but not impossible to
examine.

Table 1: Forensically Significant Data per OS

OS
Databases

or Files

External

Storage

Shared

Preferences
Network

System Logs

or Registry

RAM

Heap

Android X X X X X X

Blackberry X X

iOS X X X X

Maemo X

Symbian X X

WebOS X X X X

Windows Mobile X X X X X

3. State-of-the-art

3.1. Standards Background

Given the fact that MF is a relatively new discipline and presents big
deviations from computer forensics, developing standards in this area is chal-
lenging. Some early efforts on MF standardization include the series of guides
by ASTM International (2009), focusing on digital and multimedia evidence
principles and Best Practices for Mobile Phone Forensics by SWGDE (2009).
Both organizations have been publishing updated versions of the standards
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until 2013. One attempt to create an ISO certification was published in Oct.
2012, containing guidelines of general acceptance. “The fundamental purpose
of the digital forensics standards ISO/IEC 27037, 27041, 27042 and 27043 is
to promote good practice methods and processes for forensic investigation of
digital evidence”(ISO/IEC, 2012).

Within his research, Marshall (2011) reviewed the state-of-the-art deal-
ing with standardization. Similarly to ancestors and successors, the author
annotates the standardization problem and enumerates attempts of publish-
ing guidelines and standards. One of the most distinctive attributes of the
research was the schematic representation of the relationship among the ISO
/IEC 27xxx standards. Each entity of the diagram refers to an ISO publica-
tion and is mutually connected to the others. Right above the standards, we
can find the Investigation Principles and Processes level, which has one-way
relations to the entities. The ISO upcoming publications are sorted accord-
ing to the EDRM model (EDRM LLC, 2013). The relevance between ISO
publications and model entities are described in Table 2.

Table 2: ISO and EDRM Relevance

ISO Publication EDRM Entity

ISO/IEC 27035 Incident Management Information Management

ISO/IEC 27037 Identification, Acquisition and Preservation of Evidence Identification, Collection and Preservation

ISO/IEC 27041 Assuring Suitability and Adequacy of Methods Processing and Review

ISO/IEC 27042 Analysis and Interpretation of Digital Evidence Analysis, Production and Presentation

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has been actively
involved in publishing guidelines for MF investigation regulations, in a se-
ries of Special Publications (SP). The two most recent publications are SP
800-101 (Jansen and Ayers, 2007) and Reference Materials NIST IR-7617
(Jansen and Delaitre, 2009), which had superseded the obsolete SP 800-72
(Jansen and Ayers, 2004a) and NISTIR 7100 (Jansen and Ayers, 2004b) is-
sues. At least for the time being the work conducted by Jansen and Ayers
(2007) is considered a milestone in the field of MF. However, it seems that
this version of guidelines is going to be replaced soon by the later candidate
that is currently under review (Ayers et al., 2013). For more information
about this under preparation publication, refer to Section 4.2.
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However, these guidelines are not a theoretical set of rules, but rather as-
sumptions deriving from experience in field investigations. They determined
their own work as means to help organizations evolve appropriate policies
and procedures for dealing with cell phones, and to prepare forensic special-
ists to contend with new circumstances involving cell phones, when they arise
(Jansen and Ayers, 2007). They set their report of standards as an essen-
tial background for every upcoming investigation but not as a strict set of
orders, since exceptions to rules can always be present. Their report was
edited according to the regulations imposed by the Federal Information Se-
curity Management Act (FISMA) of 2002, Public Law 107-347.

The authors also state that a forensic investigation must be a sequence of
actions, consisting of the following steps: acquisition, examination, analysis
and reporting of retrieved data (Jansen and Ayers, 2007). An official set of
regulations demands a proper technical background setup. As a result, the
authors provided the potential readers with the most important infrastruc-
ture elements of mobile phone providers’ networks and devices. It is therefore
notable that researchers who took this guide into consideration followed the
same pattern with small or no deviations, since it was used as a list of pre-
requisites and limitations in many research papers (Bader and Baggili, 2010;
Morrissey, 2010; Pooters, 2010; Lai et al., 2011; Vidas et al., 2011).

Afterwards, they classified the acquisition techniques into two main cat-
egories; physical and logical, while making a brief explanation of the char-
acteristics of each one. They proposed that conduction of both acquisition
types would be the most complete solution under real-time investigation cir-
cumstances. In addition, they enumerated the officially certified forensic
tools and the attributes coverage each one has. By the time of publishing,
the majority of tools implemented concerned SIM modules. Tools supporting
mobile devices OSs have also been developed, but in a more limited scale.

Lastly, on the specific area of interest, they posed the main challenge
concerning efficiency of forensic tools. That is, an acceptable tool should be
capable of preserving the data integrity of the retrieved data to their state
right after the completion of acquisition. This is typically achieved by the
use of cryptographic hash functions, which are used to prove if the evidence
was preserved by means of verifying its integrity, and therefore are detective
in nature.

Their study also concerned the setup of the investigation scene and limi-
tations that would prevent an acquisition from being admissible upon court.
The most significant part of the research was the one concerning data han-
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dling upon and after the crime scene. Based on the Good Practice Guide for
Computer-Based Electronic Evidence (ACPO, 2007) guidelines, they con-
cluded that there should not be any data modification after device seizure
and every step of the investigation should be documented by certified pro-
fessionals and guided by the overall responsible practitioner. These specific
restrictions are the main source of trouble to the technical part of the investi-
gation because their attributes are contrary to the nature of mobile devices.
Description of data and evidence preservation was the next key point in
their report. Seized devices should be stored in forensically sterile means, be
disconnected from any networking source and their state should remain as
close as possible to the one it had at the moment of discovery. “Since it is
impossible not to alter the state of a device upon seizure, the specific prin-
ciple is usually omitted. The next acceptable and realistic option is to leave
unaffected critical data that are supposed to be presented upon court. In ex-
ceptional circumstances, where a person finds it necessary to access original
data held on a computer or on storage media, that person must be compe-
tent to do so and be able to give evidence explaining the relevance and the
implications of their actions” (ACPO, 2007). That is, since modifications
are inevitable in the case of examining a smart phone, the first responder
would need to be an expert in the underlying technology in order to be able
to fully explain and defend any alterations performed on the device, which
were inevitable and a direct consequence of their acquisition and analysis
activities.

Moreover, investigators are challenged to acquire any possible non–
technical evidence from the device, such as fingerprints and DNA, before
proceeding to further technical examination. Network isolation had been the
apple of discord, since there have been two different disciplines towards that
direction. More specifically, switching the device off not only alters the de-
vice state, but it might also invoke security mechanisms (when switched on
again), such as PIN code and screen lock protection that will cause new im-
pediments to the investigation; while network isolation through flight mode
would alter the device state as well. One of the first dilemmas concerning
acquisition, was whether it should be performed on the fly, or inside a foren-
sic laboratory. After enumerating the essential information about the device
without interacting with its software, investigators were able to begin the ac-
quisition procedure for all the memory types present on the device. The first
step was to ensure that certain prerequisites are present so the acquisition
procedure to start without any errors or misuses. Some important features
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to be acquired in the beginning were date and time. Extra attention should
be paid in case of intentional changes on date and time from the side of
the suspects or unintentional, in case of battery removal. In this direction,
the authors provided an extra appendix with a detailed acquisition process,
enhanced with screenshots. They next set a priority queue for acquisition
types. Due to the risks that may appear during physical acquisition, it is
preferred that logical acquisition should be performed first. Then, acquisition
for identity modules is described.

A whole chapter section is devoted to powered-off devices or handsets that
require any kind of security code, providing the available solutions in order
to bypass or acquire the essential codes that can be either hardware/software
driven, manual or even supported by help from a provider.

Special sections are also provided for removable storage media and other
peripherals. The section concerning the examination procedure is the phase
after acquisition where there is no longer interaction with the device. Logical
and/or physical images had been examined for data of forensic interest, or
even for data that could work as medians to other data, such as passwords
stored in a database. Acquired data had been classified to an extent that
can determine the actors, places, time and motive of an incident. The same
section also contained information about subscriber details and call records
that can be acquired from a telephony service provider. In the last chapter
referring to reporting, the authors provide a detailed guideline concerning on
diffusion of the data acquisition results.

3.2. Android Forensics

Lessard and Kessler’s work (Lessard and Kessler, 2009) concerns the pro-
cedure of acquiring a physical image and performing logical acquisition on an
Android device. The test phone used during the experiments was an HTC
Hero running Android 1.5. They suggest a simultaneous examination of
both the flash memory and removable SD memory card. Removable memory
cards may contain data that could be useful to the investigators. Examina-
tion process referring to the removable card can easily be performed by a
commercial tool, in their case AccessData’s FTK Imager v.2.5.1. The use
of a write blocker was a prerequisite, in order to avoid data modification.
This is partially achieved by documenting all the actions performed on the
target device. It can later be verified that the sequence of actions did not
compromise the integrity of the evidence (Mokhonoana and Olivier, 2007;
Jansen and Ayers, 2007). Internal memory contains different types of data,
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such as contacts and calls lists, text messages etc. The type of physical ac-
quisition used in this work could not take place without gaining superuser
privileges on the target phone. Rooting is achieved by using a third party
program or an exploit, but it alters system data and results in preventing
the acquisition from being forensically sound (ACPO, 2007). The authors
assume that this is the only way to achieve an acquisition of a physical image
at least until some other way of altering data in a minor scale is discovered.
After successful rooting of the target phone, the investigators were able to
access every possible area within the phone memory. MTD blocks, which al-
low for the embedded OS to run directly on flash, contain useful information,
such as system files and user data (Lessard and Kessler, 2009). By using the
disk duplicate (dd) command on adb shell, images of each mtd file present
in the “\dev\mtd” directory were acquired. Afterwards, memory image files
were examined by a commercial forensic tool kit and useful files and entries
are extracted. Using a forensic toolkit not only facilitates the forensic acqui-
sition, but also enables partial or full reading of fragmented and/or corrupted
files. Flawless extraction of data was impossible. Nevertheless, data from all
three categories (strictly OS manipulated, user data and application data)
were returned to the researchers and formed a satisfying image concerning
the use of the target mobile device. Useful information has also been re-
trieved from system databases and web browsers via logical examination of
the “\data\data” directory.

Cellebrite UFED, another hardware forensic tool performing logical ac-
quisition only was used by the authors in order to have a more accurate image
of the extraction results. After gathering and comparing data extracted from
both kinds of acquisitions, Lessard and Kessler concluded that each one con-
tributes by providing satisfying results in different kinds of data. Despite the
fact that their research was conducted during the very beginning of the An-
droid forensics discipline, the results provided are accurate and the research
attracted significant attention in future works.

Andrew Hoog (Hoog, 2011) set the milestone in the field of Android
forensics. After a brief introduction to forensics of all scales, he categorized
and presented in a detailed way the two dominant acquisition techniques,
logical and physical. In this work also, the data integrity and presentation of
a forensically sound set upon court was disputed, since the nature of mobile
phones functionality is not compliant to the existing guidelines for computer
forensics (ACPO, 2007). At first, Hoog set the framework for handling a
device before the beginning of any acquisition process. The steps proposed
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include bypassing user passwords for screen locking or deactivating it by
the settings menu, dealing with switched-off devices, isolating the device
from any network sources and being aware of providing charge when needed,
so as to avoid interruption before or during the acquisition process. Right
after enumerating the possible ways of network isolation and evaluating the
advantages and disadvantages of each one, the author concluded that the
most appropriate method is enabling flight mode of the device, if possible.
Then, he suggested the use of adb in order to check for an existing usb
connection and then perform the task of logical acquisition. Naturally, if the
target device is not rooted, adb connection will not be completed successfully.

Later on, he described the physical acquisition techniques, Joint Test
Action Group (JTAG) and physical extraction (chip-off) and proposed their
application when the investigators wouldn’t be capable of performing a logical
acquisition. Hoog provides an in depth presentation of a forensic examination
of the removable (SD) or embedded (eMMC) media, while similar field studies
simply neglect the subject. Bypassing security codes was a major issue faced.
One applicable technique, concerning on-screen shape locks, was the so called
smudge attack. That is, pattern locks could be revealed by using different
angles when shedding lighting on the screen.

An alternate solution was booting into recovery mode, considered oblig-
atory if the device had been powered off. Actually, booting into this mode
consists a popular approach for embedded devices (Vidas et al., 2011). The
author focused on the use of a write blocker in order not to alter the state
of the device by mistake. Afterwards, he enumerated and described the
most popular logical acquisition techniques, including adb, AFLogical tool,
Cellebrite UFED and others. Also he provided a detailed description of hard-
ware (JTAG) and software (bootloaders) physical acquisition techniques and
emphasized in the importance of the use of MD5 hash functions in comparing
the acquired files.

As smartphones started becoming more complicated than their ancestors,
new attributes have been added at their functional state. One of them is the
Global Positioning System (GPS), uses of which varied from checking in ac-
tions for social networks to navigation purposes and images metadata. Data
logs from such applications or even raw forms from the GPS system itself are
a valuable source for investigators, since they are able to enlighten cases in
depth, especially when they are enhanced with timestamps. In this context,
the work by (Maus et al., 2011) introduces a technique that serves in acquir-
ing all the available geodata present inside a smartphone. They claimed that
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rooting is obligatory in order to gain access to applications containing the
needed data. The extracting procedure consisted of the following steps: (a)
performing search queries for attributes such as latitude, longitude, and al-
titude in application databases, and (b) storing them to a database suitable
for the specific type of data. Also, the authors correctly observe that data
concerning geo-position can be stored in other forms, such as text metadata
that could make their acquisition a difficult task. If so, the data can also be
retrieved by searching for specific terms related to location and then stored
in a database appropriate for their form.

Geodata conversion functions are taking geodata or metadata as input
and return them in human interpretable format for further editing (XML).
A way of presenting geodata in a compact form is by the use of an API,
similar to Google maps, containing pins and other significant enhancements.
Apart from specific locations, the presentation procedure can also return the
routes the device owner followed. Taking this into account, the researchers
implemented a forensic acquisition tool, coined Android Forensic Toolkit,
suitable for Android ver. 2.2 devices and geodata analysis and presentation
was a feature under development. No linkage between the data extraction
procedure and the program was provided. They came to conclusion that
forensic analysis deriving from geodata is a precious source of evidence and
the data to be extracted should be taken into consideration in potential
acquisition procedures.

Lai et al. (2011) implemented a live-forensic acquisition procedure, based
on commercial forensic suites through cloud computing, designed for Android
devices. After a brief introduction to the Android OS and forensic legislative
guidelines (Jansen and Ayers, 2007), they enumerated the prevailing features
of cloud computing and how it could preserve a secure background, suitable
for conducting forensic acquisition. They concluded that a cloud comput-
ing service, Google Cloud Service in their case, could satisfy a variety of
conditions, such as security prerequisites, browser-based applications, bigger
storage capacity and lack of time and location restrictions. At first, the re-
searchers demonstrated the system architecture, which consisted of an https
bridge between the cloud service provider and the workstations and devices.
As soon as investigators downloaded the appropriate forensic software, they
would be able to start data extraction. Acquisition type was not specified,
but, judging from the data types the software was able to retrieve and the
fact that no rooting techniques were mentioned, the procedure resembled to
logical acquisition that can apply to rooted devices as well. One interesting
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and unique feature of the method was actual date correction, since proper
time-stamping is an essential for the validity and integrity of forensic analysis
methods. The research would be considered complete as soon as results of
acquired data would be diffused. A study focusing on comparison between
cloud and classic forensic acquisition will enlighten the effectiveness of the
method.

YAFFS and YAFFS2, the file systems present in devices running the An-
droid OS, are the most frequently discussed within literature. The authors in
(Quick and Alzaabi, 2011) performed an experimental research, with logical
and physical acquisition techniques and tools (adb pull, NANDump, xRecov-
ery and Yaffs2utils) on a rooted Sony Xperia 10i device. Logical acquisition
was not able to acquire the full size of the file system, while physical, as
expected, achieved a bitwise acquisition of the flash memory. Physical ac-
quisition with spare data included followed a different approach, since the
researchers needed to rebuild the YAFFS folder structure. Through the hex
viewer WinHex, they had been capable of recognizing the retrieved file head-
ers and add timestamps to many of them by converting the equivalent hex
values. Since many different tools were used, acquisition results had been ful-
filling. Quick and Alzaabi claimed that NANDump has generated a complete
copy of the internal NAND memory. Lastly, they proposed the implementa-
tion of a tool or method which would be able to directly read and interpret
the YAFFS file system elements. Such a utility would facilitate forensic in-
vestigations. Since Google swapped the file system type to EXT4, such a
research would be useful for the older devices, but outdated.

Simao et al. (2011) proposed a forensic acquisition framework for the An-
droid OS. Their framework has been presented in a flowchart form, since
there had been many different states of target devices, such as rooted or not,
switched on or off, upon access control or not. Even if their model can be
applicable to many scenarios, it is missing some crucial elements concerning
a real-time investigation. The additional information in their proposal con-
cerned acquisition on damaged devices and fragmented memory page analy-
sis. In order to validate the effectiveness of the model, (Simao et al., 2011)
conducted experiments on devices with different conditions and figured out
that the proposed scheme was applicable. However, they admitted that fur-
ther research should be conducted so as the framework can be kept up to
date with the upcoming versions of Android. A more enhanced version of
the existing model was introduced by (Park et al., 2012), even though their
goal was not the implementation of a framework.
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Sylve et al. (2012) referred to a lack of studies applicable to physical
acquisition in the context of MF. They highlighted the importance of this
issue, unlike most other research which bypasses the subject. The researchers
presented “a methodology for acquiring complete memory captures from An-
droid, code to analyze kernel data structures and scripts that allow analysis of
a number of user and file-system based activities” (Sylve et al., 2012). Also,
they enumerated the existing methodologies on volatile memory analysis for
Linux and Android OSs and compared the capabilities of the correspond-
ing tools. Before proceeding to acquisition, they had to face the rooting
challenge. They considered it a necessary evil because the code expected to
return the memory image had to access the device kernel. There had also
been an attempt for memory acquisition with the use of methods destined
for the Linux OS.

The results of their experiments proved that Linux oriented techniques
were incompatible to the Android OS, since plentiful bugs, such as not ex-
isting functions, limited size of offsets supported by the (well-known) dd
command and insufficient percentage of acquired memory appeared. More-
over, some global issues arose, since not every kind of device showed identical
behavior. The primary cause for this incident was the difference among ROM
types and kernel modes and is yet to be discussed in future work.

Next, they presented the implemented method, namely DMD. The pro-
cedure consisted of the following steps: accessing the iomem resource kernel
structure to acquire the beginning and ending point of RAM, converting to
virtual memory and copying the selected segment to a removable storage de-
vice or a TCP port. This method prevented from parsing of useless parts of
the memory and enabled unlimited execution of commands, such as dd, cat
etc Additionally, the procedure had been less time and resources consuming.

The researchers performed a case study of both types of acquisition on
a rooted HTC device. TCP acquisition used adb bridge to achieve port for-
warding between the device and the workstation. Communication between
the two sides was established through a socket and a message header contain-
ing the memory range limits triggered the image acquisition. Memory image
was acquired through port 4444 and when the procedure completed, DMD
terminated the existing connection. They observed that one of the main
differences between TCP and SD card acquisition is the initiate parameter
path in the iomem command. The rest of the procedure was similar to mem-
ory dumping on SD cards in other research papers. Last but not least, they
proposed new aspects on future research, concerning the Dalvik VM memory
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analysis, which offers an analysis to the total Android applications space.
Vidas et al. (2011) took research to a different level, facing the challenge

of forensic acquisition on devices protected by a screen lock. Since a brute-
force attack on the device was not a preferable method and may lead to
further blockage and inevitable data modification, another technique had to
be implemented. In this direction, booting with a recovery image could eas-
ily bypass any kind of active lock code. After enumerating the criteria for a
proper forensic analysis, they proposed an acquisition method based on the
use of an acquired recovery image and adb software on the workstation the
device is connected to. One of the MTD files present in the root folder of
Android devices, known as mtd3 (recovery mode boot) was significant for the
acquisition process of the recovery image. “By booting a device into recovery
mode, the normal boot process is circumvented and the boot target is the
bootimg currently loaded in the recovery partition” (Vidas et al., 2011). Af-
ter this step, using a modified boot image (bootimg) for the device became a
routine task. The bootimg the writers used consists of existing modified files
used in adb activation, the most useful demons (dd, nand, su, dump) and
other transfer binaries. The researchers implemented TCP transfer software
and used a hash value for integrity preservation of the data moving back
and forth. Last but not least, they providence for data dumping whether
the target device was MTD based (NAND dump) or not (dd command).
Unlike many other research papers (Lessard and Kessler, 2009; Hoog, 2011;
Racioppo and Murthy, 2012), the specific one disapproved of rooting the tar-
get devices, presenting some potential disadvantages of the method. Also, the
authors correctly observed that boot options differ between different brands
of mobile handsets. As a result, they examined three separate case studies;
one of which was a Samsung device without MTD partitioning. A weak spot
of the research is that there were no statistic results of the retrieved data.
However, this can pull the trigger for future experiments and case studies,
since the technique can be applicable to all kinds of data concerning logical
acquisition.

Case studies are experiments adapted to real time conditions. In the field
of MF, where device behavior is unpredictable (Grispos et al., 2011), case
studies can greatly contribute to the creation of a holistic pattern concerning
investigations. The work by (Racioppo and Murthy, 2012) presented the case
study of physical and logical forensic acquisition to HTC Incredible, a device
running the Android OS, ver. 2.3. The first part of the device to be examined
was the removable storage media and since its structure is relatively identical
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to the ones used in desktop computers, a computer forensic tool, AccessData
FTK Imager ver. 3.0.1 was used for acquiring a physical image copy. It
is notable that the researchers used a write blocker to preserve the forensic
soundness of the copy. For data integrity purposes, a hash value of the ex-
tracted image was used. Physical acquisition of the internal memory was a
more complicated procedure. No useful data could be extracted if the phone
was not rooted, so, even the technique wouldn’t be admissible upon court,
they used a third party program in order to root it. After gaining access to
the root directory, they were able to create a bitwise copy of the seven MTDs
present in /dev/mtd folder. The next step concerned analyzing the acquired
images of the MTDs by using the Ubuntu program scalpel, along with An-
drew Hoog’s scalpel-Android.conf (Racioppo and Murthy, 2012; Hoog, 2011).
After examining the results, they concluded that physical acquisition was as
effective as described; even unallocated files were retrieved. The fact that
some files were corrupted or destroyed was considered a normal side-effect of
the method. Logical acquisition provided access to areas where physical was
unable to, such as databases. Every piece of information stored on databases,
such as contacts, GPS positions, voicemails etc had been retrieved. As in the
majority of research papers the key future challenge the authors identified
was the ability to root a device without disabling its forensic soundness.

Andriotis et al. (2012) implemented a forensic acquisition method con-
cerning the usage of wireless networking devices (WiFi and Bluetooth) on
four devices running the Android OS. One of its characteristics worthy to
mention was the fact that results did not present big deviations, even if they
were carrying a different version of the OS. Similarly to studies mentioned
previously, they made a brief introduction on Android hardware infrastruc-
tures and software characteristics. Secondly, they enumerated some mile-
stones of the MF ecosystem and examined their compliance to the ACPO
(2007). One of the most significant parts of the research was indisputably the
fact that devices used were involved in actual crime scenes. Afterwards, they
presented a detailed step-by-step procedure to complete logical acquisition,
which was common for all the devices participating in the experiment. The
experiment was considered a success, since critical evidence was recovered in
every networking attribute. Later on within the research, the authors cre-
ated a complete table consisting of the paths were data acquired had been
spotted.

EXT4 became the successor of YAFFS after the release of Android ver.
2.3. Among other features, this version supports the Journaling File System,
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which, by keeping a record of actions, enables error recovery mechanisms.
During their experiment, (Kim et al., 2012) used two rooted devices running
the Android OS and their research was limited to logical acquisition. Next,
they provide a detailed description of the file system and its crucial elements,
memory block contents and journal log area attributes. Forensic acquisition
for the journal log area was summarized in locating the appropriate indicator-
block, extracting the following blocks until the metadata one and repeating
the same until finding a block signifying the end of the sequence. If the hex
values of the block and metadata block are not identical, then the technique
had met an unallocated file.

Mylonas et al. (2013) studied the involvement of context-measuring de-
vices (accelerometers, GPS, compasses, etc) of smartphones in forensic in-
vestigation procedures. They agreed that this kind of data can be of great
importance, but concluded that a special approach is required because of
their volatile nature. Afterwards, they proposed a scheme concerning data
acquisition from sensors, which ranged from theoretical background of com-
pliance to the standards to practical procedures at the laboratory level. They
also proceeded to a classification of sensors, depending on the post-mortem
capability of acquisition. Then, they introduced the data acquisition system
they developed, named after Themis and enumerated its technical specifica-
tions. Security mechanisms on the target devices and bypassing procedures
were taken highly into consideration. The authors designed the basic behav-
ior pattern of the system in accordance to legal standards for mobile device
forensic (Jansen and Ayers, 2007). Themis consisted of two major parts, the
workstation and the mobile agent. Since it was impossible to implement an
agent for every mobile OS, the researchers chose Android as the prevailing
representative, due to popularity, open source nature and flexibility on cre-
ating bootable ROMs. One of the possible uses of Themis, would be data
acquisition from a device belonging to a potential suspect of a delinquent
action. As a result, they had to obfuscate the installation and functionality
of the agent, using methods such as social engineering or fake error messages.
While examining the Android sensors security modules, the authors figured
out that 12 out of 15 sensors need absolutely no permission when someone
wants to gain access to them. Thus, security mechanisms concerning sensors
could easily be bypassed. Each time the user accesses a sensor, the agent
gets triggered. It acquires and encrypts the needed data and whenever the
device is connected in a network and is capable of sending data, it decrypts
them and transmits them to the workstation. One of the most significant
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features of this study is that full experimental support with different kinds
of devices was provided and various scenarios were tested. Further analysis
had been undertaken concerning the resources consumption and bandwidth
requirements of the device running the agent. Themis is a promising and well
documented tool that can facilitate forensic investigations, but has to prove
its effectiveness in practice. Developing such an agent for other OSs would
be an interesting option, given of course that the investigation procedure
respects the ethical and legal frameworks. One of the distinctive attributes
of this work was the ways the authors used so as to bypass the existing secu-
rity mechanisms and start mutual communication between the target phone
and the forensic workstation. Apart from the classic techniques used, more
information about recently discovered possible intrusion methods that could
come handy are discussed in Section 4.3.

Guido et al. (2013) used live forensic methods as a means for surveil-
lance for malware activity on Android devices. The selection of the Android
platform as the appropriate one was taken after taking into account the OS
popularity and the number of applications and malware development. The
developed solution had the form of a mainstream Android application, so as
to avoid rooting of the devices. It comprised of five modules programmed in
python, each one detecting changes in specific parts of the OS, such as boot-
loader, recovery, file system, deleted files and APK files. Its structure also
consists of a remote database that “stores both the collected bytes from the
phones and any detector output or logger events (Guido et al., 2013)”. The
experiment consisted of three rounds of malware infusion on target mobile
devices, with many succesful detections, but some weak points as well, such
as malware false positive recognizing and inability to detect some deleted en-
tries. Despite the defects, the proposed method is a promising contribution
to the MF field.

In his research paper, Grover (2013) developed an application coined
DroidWatch that performed continuous tracking of events and data flow on
an Android device and sent the information to a Web Server. More specif-
ically, he used content providers in order to access data stored from other
apps and DroidWatch itself, broadcast receivers so as to track events such as
SMS and content observers for database changes. One of the author’s poli-
cies was to avoid rooting of the device. This had an effect on the acquired
data, that were limited comparing to the use case of a rooted target phone,
which would have access to more resources. As a result, one of the future
aspirations concerning the mechanism was to expand to more data sets, like
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voice mail logs, and other system information.
The research paper by Vidas et al. (2011) was the motive for Son et al.

(2013) to conduct an evaluation on the Recovery Mode method the former
proposed, in terms of data integrity preservation. Seven rooted Samsung de-
vices running the Android OS took part as a sample. The results from the use
of JTAG method, which was used whenever it was possible, served as a com-
parison vector to the Recovery Mode. First of all, a section was dedicated
on the acceptable practices during the data acquisition phase in Recovery
Mode. The authors introduced a flowchart related to the steps taken during
the acquisition procedure. They emphasized on the importance of using the
appropriate bootloader for each device and also mentioned some issues with
encrypted ones. After flashing the device with the modified bootloader, it
was able to start functioning in Recovery Mode and they were able to acquire
the needed data by using the ADB command. The next step of the proce-
dure concerned reverting the device to the last operating state before the
bootloader flashing. Unlikely to other research papers, they highlighted on
actions that should have been taken into consideration during the restoration
process, for example the prohibition of interaction with the menu elements in
Recovery Mode and the USB cable separation from the device before battery
removal. Additionally, Android Extractor, a C++ GUI was developed so as
to conduct the data extraction tasks and check the integrity of the method.
Finally, the hash values of the data partition that were extracted in both
cases was calculated and proved to be equal, assuming that integrity was
preserved. Nevertheless, the authors claimed that the same experiment has
to be undertaken in devices belonging to different brands.

In a very recent work, Muller and Spreitzenbarth (2013) investigate in-
novative techniques in an effort to assess how much valuable information
can be extracted from encrypted Android smartphones. The authors per-
formed a cold boot attack by freezing the device so as to gain physical access
to the RAM and acquire precious information, such as encryption keys or
personal data. Additionally, the authors presented a a recovery tool named
after “Frost” to be used as a means of acquisition. The method proposed
presents an important limitation, well known in the forensic ecosystem. The
user partition gets wiped out when the device bootloader unlocks. Still, it is
the first work to perform a successful and effective cold boot attack on smart-
phones and the encryption barrier seems to start being bypassed. Promising
research efforts like this one should evolve and taken highly into consider-
ation, to ameliorate the techniques presented and to simultaneously tackle
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any limitations.

3.3. Blackberry Forensics

Blackberry is a relatively popular OS. The structure of the OS itself
made the IPD file the first place for a potential researcher to search for
significant data. An early attempt to acquire the contents of the IPD file in
terms of backup retrieval was carried out by the development of ipddump
(ipddump, 2011), a Java application first released in 2008. It was initially
capable of solely extracting SMS (Fairbanks et al., 2009), but newer versions
are claimed to support acquisition of other types of user data as well. The last
stable version was released in 2009, while a release candidate was available
in 2011. Its function was summarized to parsing, “extracting and exporting
all types of records into customized open text formats as well to edit records
like service books and contacts” (ipddump, 2011).

Another IPD acquisition-oriented work was suggested by Fairbanks et al.
(2009). The authors implemented a python tool that parses the IPD file upon
user request for specific resources. The range of data sources the user/investi-
gator would be capable to choose among memo, contacts and SMS databases.
The tool functionality was divided in two parts. During the first, it proceeded
to data acquisition from the databases existing in the IPD file and transfor-
mation of them to a “more contiguous format”. (Fairbanks et al., 2009). The
second part triggered a different parsing mechanism for each one of the data
sources mentioned previously. Afterwards, they tested the tool on a Black-
berry 7290 device, with satisfactory results but did not provide the potential
readers with enough data.

Similarly to other kinds of devices, the acquisition procedure used to
be limited to the official Blackberry Desktop Manager (BDM) via the IPD
file generation (Sasidharan and Thomas, 2011). Apart from other features,
BDM also serves as a backup manager, which returns an IPD file to the
user and then ABC Amber BlackBerry Converter interprets it to a read-
able format. The importance of using BDM so as to create an IPD file
was highlighted in (Casey, 2009), since not only it can work as a means of
comparison to other extracted versions, but also encourage more in-depth
analysis with the formerly mentioned tools, like ABC Amber. The work in
(Sasidharan and Thomas, 2011) proposed a different approach, oriented to
database acquisition with the use of an a software agent. After exposing the
most important rules that preserve the legitimacy of the forensic methods
(ACPO, 2007), they compared them to their method and summarized the
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deviation between each one. For example, the use of an agent itself provoked
changes to the state of the device, since data were modified. This problem
was not only spotted on Blackberry, but on every kind of OS. Moreover, the
lack of official documentation or technical design outline provided by the ven-
dor obligates forensic analysts to start research from scratch, with great risks.
The method the authors proposed was a type of logical acquisition, since it
was a program interacting and extracting the databases within the Black-
berry file system. In terms of this research, they implemented Blackberry
Acquisition and Analysis Tool (BAAT), that was claimed to offer a complete
forensic solution of data retrieval and analysis. It is notable though that
they had not mentioned any acquisition types or classifications. The .cod
agent was based on Client-Server architecture and developed in BlackBerry
Java Development Environment (JDE). Apart from accessing databases, it
was capable of creating a communication and data exchange stream between
the target device and the computer it was connected to. Moreover, the re-
turned results did not need the converter in order to be decoded. Data
integrity was preserved by the use of MD5 hash functions for the retrieved
data. The next step consisted of analyzing the extracted data with BAAT. It
extracted acquired data concerning the target device on .html format. The
main challenge they faced does not differ from the ones of other researchers
and concerns the means a mobile device can comply to the existing standards
of no modification after seizing a device.

Belenko (2012) focused his research on overcoming the possible impedi-
ments upon a Blackberry forensic acquisition, which are the device password
protection and file encryption. He introduced the use of Elcomsoft Phone
Password Breaker, a tool that can recover the device password, even without
interacting directly with the device and taking advantage of a file used in the
external storage media. In order to be functional, the tool “requires Media
Card encryption to be switched on and set to either “Security Password” or
“Device Password” mode” (Belenko, 2011). Similarly, the device key can be
helpful in the decryption process of encrypted files, but there are occasions
that other keys are used, such as the WhatsApp database in the SD card.
Such entities can be decrypted by device dump.

Marzougy et al. (2013) discussed the logical acquisition of the .bbb file
produced by a Playbook tablet device. However, the authors argue that,
due to the independent nature of the tablet version of the OS, assumptions
based on the mobile version may not be applicable to the specific one. Before
performing any type of automatic acquisition, the researchers proceeded to
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a manual examination of the device. After some experimental use of the
device for basic functions, BDM was used aiming to produce the logical
image, which consisted of three .tar files (Media, Setting and App), as well
as an Manifest.xml type-of file. The information they had been able to
extract were varying from system information to application elements and
user data. As expected, the method had not been able to retrieve deleted
entries, but it was able to locate a list with the form of the file system before
some files were deleted. The authors although stated that the research was
considered incomplete, due to the fact that only one device was tested. They
finally mentioned that further research has to consider the 4G/LTE enabled
version of the device as well.

3.4. iOS Forensics

Zdziarski (Zdziarski, 2008) achieved the breakthrough of implementing a
physical acquisition technique, especially designed for the iOS. There are no
other similar attempts in literature at least for the time being. It was gener-
ally claimed that even the jailbreak technique he used was superior to other
widespread ones (Hoog and Gaffaney, 2009). Specifically, the unique feature
of the method focused on changing an amount of data in the system parti-
tion but left the user data partition untouched. In any case, ideal state of no
data modified had not been achieved; a forensically sound image of the user
data though had been a breakthrough. Then, he booted the test device with
a recovery toolkit (Zdziarski, 2008), which contained the essential software
enabling him to obtain a bitwise copy of the memory image. Another notable
feature was the utilization of SSH in the recovery toolkit for establishing an
encrypted bridge between the device and the workstation. Bypassing the
protection code was accomplished by the installation of the iPhone Utility
Client (iPHUC) on the workstation. Finally, file carvers, SQLite Database
Software and other recovery/viewing programs were used to convert the ac-
quired image to human interpretable format. Zdziarski contributed a major
advance in the iOS forensics field. The research though needs to be contin-
ued, since new versions of the OS are implemented and previous techniques
may have been already outdated.

Hoog and Gaffaney (Hoog and Gaffaney, 2009) set the basis of foren-
sic investigation for the iOS, with a detailed outline of the state-of-the-art
and applicable methods till that point. After presenting the most important
technical attributes, they classified acquisition methods (manual, physical
and logical). Commercial forensic tools performing physical, logical or both
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types of acquisition took place in the survey, as well as Zdziarski’s physical
dd method (Zdziarski, 2008). Data extraction was carried out by the iTunes
backup feature, with the automatic synchronization option deselected. The
test device, an iPhone 3GS (2.2 firmware), not having been through a jail-
break process was filled with any kinds of data that can reveal user interaction
with the phone, as in a real case study. The researchers then implemented an
evaluation method for each acquisition procedure, consisting of certain fac-
tors, such as ease of installation and use, acquired data integrity, etc. Each
of the factors contributed in a different scale to the final result, according
to its relevance to the acquisition procedure. When the evaluation was com-
pleted, Zdziarski’s method gathered the highest score. Research results have
shown that different forensic tools lead to different acquired data quantity
and quality, according to their characteristics.

Morrissey (Morrissey, 2010) had also discussed logical acquisition on
iPhone devices by the use of the iTunes backup feature. The research was
applicable to iOS versions prior to 4 that had not been jailbroken. The ac-
quisition procedure was enhanced by the use of mdhelper, a command line-
utility specialized on data parsing. Mdhelper was not considered an essential
add-on; on the other hand, it was able to facilitate investigators navigate
through retrieved data at low time cost. Automatic synchronization had
to be disabled since the beginning of the procedure in order to reassure the
forensic soundness of the retrieved data sets (Jansen and Ayers, 2007). After
the acquisition point, evaluation testing was similar to the one performed by
Hoog and Gaffaney (Hoog and Gaffaney, 2009). However, contrary to Hoog
and Gaffaney, evaluation results were calculated only from the amount and
quality of retrieved files. Morrissey concluded with low tempered attitude
towards forensic tools, implying the need for more efficient techniques.

As already pointed out, one of the prevailing acquisition techniques con-
cerning forensic acquisition from iOS devices is obtaining a logical backup via
the iTunes backup feature. This approach was also studied by the work in
(Bader and Baggili, 2010). The test device was an iPhone 3GS, not having
been through a jailbreak procedure. They claimed that, even if there exist
a few physical acquisition techniques, iPhone devices are mainly examined
through logical acquisition. After ensuring that conditions of the research
were compliant to forensic standards (Jansen and Ayers, 2007), they con-
nected the device to two workstations (Windows and Mac) and initialized
the backup procedure without triggering the synchronizing option. This is
because if the synchronizing feature have been powered on, data on the phone
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would be altered and could not be considered an admissible piece of evidence
(Jansen and Ayers, 2007). On the other hand, some modification to the de-
vice data had been traced, since activation of a write-blocker failed when the
computer was connected to the workstation via USB. “The acquired backup
was parsed and viewed using specific tools, such as pList editor, SQLite
Database Browser” (Bader and Baggili, 2010) and other file parsing utilities.
A unique trait present in that research was the detailed outline of the whole
examination procedure imposing the framework and its limitations. Some
limitations had come to surface during the experimental procedure the au-
thors followed. iTunes versions prior to 8.2 were unable to interact with the
iPhone 3Gs device. This assumption pulls a trigger to a general discipline
concerning attitude towards experiments. The more approaches are exam-
ined, the more detailed and appropriately oriented a research can be. Since
logical acquisition leads to extraction of a vast amount of data, isolating and
analyzing the most important for the investigation can become demanding.

Both workstations backup folders were compared to each other. The
same sequence of alphanumeric characters appeared to be the folder name
for the two of them, leading the authors to the conclusion that the file name
was a hash function output, unique for each acquisition deriving from the
same device, with the same timestamp. The backup folder contained several
subfolders, each named after a hash function value. “Backup data is stored
in three file formats, pList files which store data in plaintext format, mddata
files which store data in a raw binary format and mdinfo files which store
encoded metadata of the corresponding mddata files” (Bader and Baggili,
2010). Special software was used for decoding the files mentioned above,
such as pList and SQL editors. They also made a small reference to manual
acquisition with terminal commands, as an additional data source and means
of comparison. Next, they made a classification concerning the data types
acquired. Parsers were used to convert binary files to its original state.
Finally, they proposed the development of open-source software in charge of
handling data from pLists, databases and printing the appropriate reports.
Another challenge they picked out was the acquisition methods for password
protected devices, or groups of encrypted data.

Husain et al. (2011) after expressing a general disappointment towards
commercial forensic tools performance and disadvantages of individual ac-
quisition methods (Zdziarski, 2008) or acquisition techniques involving the
Jailbreak procedure, proposed a framework for iPhone forensic investigations,
consisting of three phases; data acquisition, data analysis and data report-
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ing. The presented procedure does not have notable differences to other
studies in the field, but could be proposed as a general framework. Once
more, acquisition had been performed via the iTunes backup utility, but the
researchers did not mention sync deactivation. Decoding retrieved data was
carried out through the use of file parsers and plist editors. For bypassing
security codes, they proposed the seizure of the device that may belong to
the suspect or victim. This assumption though isn’t always applicable, since
the investigators might not discover any workstations or even the suspect
might not posses any computing devices. The arguments they present are
not referring to a general condition, so the proposal is rather insufficient to
become an official framework for investigations.

Social networks have become the center of attention, since they gain more
and more subscribers every single day. Data deriving from mobile versions
of social media can be an important source of information for investigators.
The authors in (Jung et al., 2011) discussed social media data exported from
mobile versions of social networks for the ver. 3.x and 4.x of the iOS. Even
if their research is restricted within the limits of a country, the sample can
be representative since some of the social networking applications used, are
popular worldwide.

Before beginning the experimental procedure, the researchers split the
acquisition procedure to two main categories; the first concerned devices
security mechanisms of which had been bypassed by the use of the jailbreak
technique, while the other was referring to devices that had not been through
any kind of change. Less attention was given to the first category, since
the authors skipped the acquisition method used. On the other hand, they
gave pretty much attention to the second category, where they used one
of the common approaches for acquisition (Bader and Baggili, 2010), the
backup feature of iTunes. Extracted backup data are the same in both OS
versions, but metadata have a different format. For instance, in ver. 3.x, the
extracted data file has the .mddata extension and the .mdinfo is created for
the metadata. In ver. 4.x, “all information on the backup file is saved as a
pair of files, manifest.mbdx and manifest.mbdb” (Jung et al., 2011).

The next step in the survey was to gather and compare the retrieved
results from the social networking applications, as well as the paths to data.
Data deriving from backup acquisition were stored under a hash value, while
those extracted from the jailbroken devices were stored directly with their
file name and type. Next, the information of major forensic importance,
such as multimedia images, user-driven social media attributes and geoloca-
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tion data were categorized. A quite interesting aspect concerning multimedia
files (photos and videos) was spotted, since an iPhone device by default re-
lates pictures taken from its camera to the GPS coordinates of the place
it was taken. This information could be extracted separately, but this fea-
ture couldn’t be used in social media applications, due to the fact that the
OS itself creates another picture folder, where photos to be uploaded are
stored without the geolocation data available. In the end, they focused on
behavioral analysis of data manipulation concerning each application and
concluded that all of them have different structural attributes. Information
concerning temporary files from Facebook could only be retrieved from Jail-
broken devices. The research gives food for thought for further experiments
in the field of social networking applications.

Within their research, (Tso et al., 2012) determined the iTunes backup
utility as a prevailing method for logical acquisition from devices running
iOS. First off, they detail on the features that provide forensic importance
to iTunes. One interesting aspect was the explanation on how application
data reside in, and can be collected from an iPhone handset. Technical
details had been analyzed in depth; however, there was no trace of com-
pliance to MF standardization. For example, the option of de-activating
synchronization was not even mentioned. After that, they enumerated the
arguments concerning data deriving from social network and chatting appli-
cations (Facebook, WhatsApp Messenger, Skype, Windows Live Messenger
and Viber) use, which was the initial scope of the research. The test device
was an iPhone 4, running iOS ver. 4.3.5. The experiment consisted of two
phases. The first concerned data acquisition after apps installation, while
the second after deletion. All the applications tested, apart from Facebook,
stored additional data in the backup folders, which could be easily decoded
by the use of pList editors and an SQLite browser. Results were satisfying
the needs of a forensic investigation, but there were still some parts need-
ing extra attention, such as those concerned with encrypted and unallocated
data. The case study of a device being through jailbreak has been neglected
in this research as well.

Recently, Arrifin et al. (2013) presented an acquisition method of deleted
image files after interaction with the iOS journaling system “from an Hierar-
chical File System (HFS) Plus volume in an iOS device”. They highlighted
the complexity of unallocated data retrieval procedures and the importance
of data encryption during them, as these were the two main directions of
their research. Afterwards, they designed the scheme of the implemented
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technique, containing the four stages (identification – preservation – anal-
ysis – presentation) of the McKemmish (1999) framework. The proposed
method was implemented on a device that had been through jailbreak and
used a customized RAM disk that was loaded in the device RAM; as a re-
sult, it affected the flash memory the less possible. Then, a physical image
was acquired and the authors applied the following technique for the deleted
files retrieval. Since the deleted files existed in the journal file but not in
the catalog file, it was relatively easy to track them. An encrypted copy of
them was extracted. The file system key (EMF) was employed for encrypting
structural OS elements, such as journal and catalog entities, metadata and
file system particles, whereas user data used to be encrypted by the AES
engine. Taking into consideration that the acquired files are split in blocks
within the journal, “the EMF and per-file (AES encrypted) keys have to be
used respectively”(Arrifin et al., 2013). The technique was successful in the
two target devices (3GS and 4) the researchers tested and they aspired the
study to be extended to newer versions.

3.5. Maemo Forensics

Lohrum (Lohrum, 2012) studied forensic acquisition from the Nokia N900
smartphone running the Maemo OS. Maemo isn’t a widespread OS. Hence,
forensic studies on the field are limited to few resources only, but physical
and logical (mentioned as triage) acquisition methods are present as well.
The author made an introduction to the technical details of the Maemo
OS, focusing on its Linux origin. Features present on the phone that were
considered innovative by the time it was released in the market were the Unix
terminal, VoIP communication and game consoles emulators.

Since there is poor documentation concerning forensic acquisition in
Maemo devices, the author’s first goal was to find the places data of ma-
jor importance were residing in. The procedure he followed didn’t deviate
much from methodologies used for other mobile platforms. It consisted of
the following steps: manually entering data and interacting with the device,
acquiring a bitwise physical copy of the phone memory image, decoding them
via a forensic tool, comparing the data to the original ones and finally per-
forming a limited triage extraction onto a microSD card (Lohrum, 2012). Be-
fore proceeding to the physical acquisition, the researcher eliminated possible
interactions of the phone with every potential network connection. However,
for achieving the physical acquisition procedure successfully by the use of
the dd command, he had to root the target device. A unique feature of
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the acquisition process was that the image was transmitted to the work-
station computer by an SSH tunnel. Another characteristic of the specific
handset that could facilitate forensic research was the fact that user data,
OS and swap space were situated in different partitions. This way, rooting
could affect only one of them, enabling forensic soundness preservation to
the not affected ones. After locating the most important data within the file
system, he conducted a logical acquisition by an automated script, coined
N900TriageExtraction.sh, which contained copying commands. In the end of
the acquisition, the script was deleted.

3.6. Shanzhai Forensics

He et al. (2012) published a holistic review on such counterfeit devices,
consisting of simultaneous examination of both technical elements and foren-
sic techniques. They performed physical acquisition with bootloaders on a
Shanzhai device, with a MediaTek MT6235 processor and a 132 MB NAND
flash chip embedded.

Meanwhile, the authors compared the results of the acquisition they per-
formed to a previous study on the field (Fang et al., 2012a), which was dealing
with forensic acquisition from devices of the same manufacturer equiped with
a MediaTek6253 processor and a NOR flash chip. He et al. concluded that
different kinds of memory images present a completely different outcome. Ac-
quisition “snapshots” were numerous for the device carrying a NOR memory
chip while the one with a NAND memory chip presented none. He et al.
(2012) successfully retrieved allocated files concerning contacts, text mes-
sages and calls but unallocated ones were overwritten and replaced by new
entries. Since the quality, structure and technological details of such devices
is obscure, there is a compelling need for further and substantial research, so
as to acquire accurate results.

3.7. Symbian Forensics

The work by (Mokhonoana and Olivier, 2007) discussed the development
of an on-phone forensic logical acquisition tool for the Symbian OS (V.
7), which is based on the dd technique on portable devices running Linux
(Mokhonoana and Olivier, 2007). At first, they made an introduction to
Symbian OS characteristics and then classified potential acquisition meth-
ods. Their approach consists of manual acquisition, use of forensic tools, log-
ical acquisition including a connection agent, physical acquisition and data
acquired from service providers. Use of forensic tools as a separate category
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is disputed, since they serve as automated solutions in order to interpret log-
ical and physical acquisition results to human readable format. On the other
hand, data retrieval from a phone service provider was beyond the scope
of this paper. It would be more appropriate, if its use was complementary
to the results deriving from manual, physical and logical acquisition tasks,
for guaranteeing data integrity. However, the classification provided by the
authors, depending on the period of time the article was written, is quite
accurate, since it was only then that mobile devices started becoming com-
plicated and needing different kinds of acquisition, apart from SIM module
and phone service provider ones.

Moreover, they clarify that when interaction of a forensic tool with the
target mobile phone is kept at a low scale, then it is more likely the evidence
deriving from it to be admissible upon court. After enumerating the possible
ways of installation concerning the on-phone tool, they came into the con-
clusion that the way that causes less data differentiation is saving the tool
installer on an external memory card and then placing it inside the target de-
vice. They characteristically state “Even though it may change certain parts
of the OS, the changes are very little compared with placing an entire installer
which still has to be extracted” (Mokhonoana and Olivier, 2007). This ap-
proach was the optimum, preventing alterations of data, but presented other
disadvantages. Specifically, acquired data were stored in the same memory
card carrying the application installation file, so the acquisition destination
was not forensically sound.

Furthermore, they used recognizers, which “are written as plugins to the
MIME Recognizer Framework and are scanned for and loaded during op-
erating system startup” (Morris, 2006). Thus, their tool was able to start
when the phone was booting, and thus avoiding further interaction. Choosing
between Java and development of a native application using C++ Symbian
programming language was another challenge faced. The option selected was
the native application one, since it gained access to lower levels of the OS
by default; this way, acquisition of bigger portions of data was possible. An-
other negative trait of the tool was that it was unable to acquire data from
applications being executed at the same time, since it couldn’t handle the
processes running. As a result, data of high forensic importance could not be
acquired, such as call logs and contact lists (CallLog.dat and Contacts.cdb
files). Data retrieved were mainly modified and created by the users and
handled by applications. There was no trace of data manipulated by the OS
or other structural elements. Despite the fact that the method presented had
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major issues waiting to be solved, it became a source for further research.
Breeuwsma et al. (2007) ’s object of research was physical acquisition

of flash memory from different types of embedded systems, mobile devices
included. They firstly introduced the characteristics of physical acquisition
techniques (chip-off, JTAG, pseudo-physical) and enumerated the advantages
and disadvantages of each. Afterwards, they highlighted the importance of
“placing the sectors of data as used by the high level file system before any
kind of file system analysis (Breeuwsma et al., 2007). Moreover, they devel-
oped and used a python script, ListLSN that facilitated the reconstruction
of memory blocks by checking and sorting the logical sector numbers (LSNs).
The last part of the study concerned the experimental process of applying
the proposed methods on several Symbian devices. It was notable that they
didn’t show similar behavior, mainly during the file reconstruction proce-
dure. Lastly, they focused on the need for further research on the subject,
so as to succeed compliance to newer versions of Symbian devices.

After a brief but fruitful presentation of the state-of-the-art con-
cerning both smartphone usage spread and forensics standardization,
Distefano and Me (2008) proposed another on-phone logical acquisition tool
for devices running the Symbian OS v. 8 and older. Even during a period
when acquisition was conflicting with the use of commercial forensic tools and
performing a bit-by-bit acquisition of the internal memory of the device was
considered an impossible task, they achieved to retrieve the complete Sym-
bian file system. MIAT (Memory Internal Acquisition Tool), the tool they
developed, is considered the evolution of Mokhonoana and Olivier’s equiv-
alent (Mokhonoana and Olivier, 2007). However, taking into consideration
that the versions tested were older than 9, there was no security mechanism
to bypass. During the acquisition process, the tool opened and copied on
read-only mode each entry it stumbled upon while traversing the file system
tree.

The authors also managed to correct previous defects, since the mem-
ory card inserted into the device for performing the acquisition was forensi-
cally sound and divided into two different partitions; one containing the tool
application installer and the other destined for the acquired data. More-
over, the acquisition procedure was enhanced with the use of a hash function
in an effort to assure that the data retrieved were identical to the origi-
nal. They also conducted experiments comparing MIAT to Paraben Device
Seizure, a commercial forensic tool, and P3nfs, an application which is not
a forensic one, but was claimed to mount Symbian file system into Linux
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file system (Distefano and Me, 2008). After completing the experimental
process, it was assumed that MIAT showed many advantages compared to
the other tools. Parallel support for simultaneous examinations reduced the
time needed in order to complete the investigation. Moreover, files that suc-
cumbed to changes after the use of MIAT were fewer than the ones Paraben
tool changed.

Last but not least, the extracted data size was almost the same for both
tools. MIAT was properly documented and researchers set the proper base
for future research, support of ver. 9 and ameliorations. Another accom-
plishment noted was the further development in order to give the tool a form
that could support real-time investigations. It is obligatory to mention that
there was no reference concerning the types of data acquired. This fact would
make the research procedure more complete and clarifying.

Yu et al. (2009) noted the forensic techniques incompatibilities between
smartphones and ones running the Symbian OS and claimed that the latter
call for a totally separate approach. Firstly, they conducted a research con-
cerning the investigation models applicable to the DF field. Before proposing
a similar model for the Symbian OS, they exposed the state-of-art for the
specific kind of phones. New security mechanisms, starting from ver. 9.0
(capabilities) and their effects on a potential forensic investigation were dis-
cussed.

The proposed model consists of 5 stages. The first one concerns acquisi-
tion of the version and model without directly interacting with the OS. It is
also checked whether the mobile device is protected by security mechanisms
or not. If security mechanisms are present, then investigators use a protocol
or a hardware approach concerning physical acquisition (via remote connect
and response protocols or JTAG connection respectively). The techniques
mentioned are the ones interacting less with the security mechanisms. Their
only interference includes gaining access to the swipolicy.ini file and then
root privileges on the device. If security mechanisms are not present, then
the use of every forensic tool is applicable. Poor documentation concerning
acquisition types, other than a reference to Mokhonoana and Olivier‘s tool
(Mokhonoana and Olivier, 2007), is reducing the reliability of the model. The
next steps apply to extracted data analysis and dissemination of the result.
Another negative aspect is the lack of documentation concerning standards
in the field. Nevertheless, if extended, their (Yu et al., 2009) process model
can be useful for future investigations.

Savoldi and Gubian (2009) presented a review concerning specifically
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forensic acquisition focusing on security features of the Symbian S60 ver-
sion of the OS, the ones belonging to previous versions. Similarly to other
works, they commented on the functionality complexity of smartphones and
the information treasury they might contain. After an introduction to the
OS and file system architecture, they dedicated a big part of their work to
the security traits of the OS. The security features review was focusing on
the different layers of access and the authorization procedures applications
had to use in order to gain access to protected areas of the system. In order
to bypass those security impediments, the writers proposed modifications on
the swpolicy.ini file. This way, they would be able to gain access to pre-
viously restricted domains, with the less device state alteration as possible.
Afterwards, they enumerated the potential acquisition types that included
manual, logical and physical methods. Finally, they presented experimental
results for a device running the S60 version of the OS, stating that (given
the time the research was conducted) only physical acquisition was able to
recover a bitwise copy of the flash memory without bypassing any security
mechanisms.

Pooters (2010) created Symbian Memory Imaging Tool (SMIT), which is
mentioned to be the first on-phone tool to create linear bitwise copies of the
internal flash memory. SMIT, designed for Nokia cellphones, is mainly based
on a hybrid method consisting of logical acquisition techniques and boot
loader class methods. It also makes use of the Symbian OS API in order
to gain access to the file system of the device. The researcher claims that
the developed tool is able to recover hidden data from slack and unallocated
areas of the memory, due to the support provided for low-level system calls.
Since SMIT is an application installed in the mobile device and used for
live forensic purposes, it alters its original state. As a result, the researcher
adopts techniques for the application to be able to comply with the NIST
Guidelines on Cell Phone Forensics (Jansen and Ayers, 2007), such as use of
MD5 and SHA-1 hash functions and reducing write traces. The application
it is claimed to be compatible with Symbian Ver. 8.1 and newer. Tools
accessing the lower level API instead of the file server one are automatically
acquiring more privileges over drive manipulation and access. It is notable
that SMIT acquisition was more efficient on the test devices running Symbian
9.0 than on the 8.1 ones. On 8.1 ones, the only partition recovered concerned
system data, while 9.0 devices returned both system and user data partitions.

Pooters claims that further research needs to be conducted for ver. 8.1,
but taking into consideration the current market share, priority should be
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given to other mobile platforms. Rooting, is also present in Symbian cell
phones. For installing SMIT properly, it was obligatory to use a capability
hack. Bear in mind that capabilities are a mechanism to control the actions
an application is allowed to perform on the OS (Pooters, 2010). In this
case, Pooters used the HelloOx (Team HelloOx, 2013) modification, a hack
destined for rooting Nokia mobile phones. After HelloOx competing drive
mapping, it extracts itself directly on the virtual ROM drive, proceeds to root
certificates installation and patches memory pages to prevent the capabilities
mechanism from functioning. Nevertheless, compliance of HelloOx and other
third party rooting applications with forensically sound disciplines is still
controversial (Jansen and Ayers, 2007).

Moreover, the author proceeds to a brief presentation concerning analysis
techniques of retrieved flash memory images. Then, he exposes data types of
forensic interest acquired from the device, varying from application data to to
those edited and deleted by the end-user. Developing a tool like SMIT was a
big step in the Symbian forensics field, since none of its predecessors, such as
MIAT (Distefano and Me, 2008) were capable of retrieving a bit–by–bit copy
of the file system. Moreover, it had the unique trait of deleted data retrieval,
which is a weak point concerning logical acquisition based tools. Access to
the low-level OS API calls allows the advantages of logical acquisition to
combine partially with physical acquisition traits without facing the circuit
destruction challenge. Due to the hybrid nature of SMIT, Pooters provided
a slightly different classification of acquisition methods. He divided physical
acquisition in two categories, Chip extraction and JTAG, while adding the
level of Bootloaders between physical and Logical extraction. The current
research paper is one to also stand against the obstacle of rooting without
altering the original state of data on the device, but the use of hash functions
preserves data integrity. Further research needs to be conducted for the
retrieval of files altered by the OS itself, such as GPS and PIM activity, but
also for the ones residing in databases. Expanding functionality of SMIT to
other brands apart from Nokia would be a positive outcome as well.

Thing and Tan (Thing and Tan, 2012) went further through the Symbian
forensics field. They mainly focused on retrieval of privacy protected data
on smartphones running the Symbian OS. The two devices used in their
experiments were running OS ver. 9.4 S60 5th edition and 9.3 3rd edition.
Their study concerned acquisition of allocated and deleted SMS from the
internal memory of the devices. No acquisition type was mentioned, but
since their study was concerning protected data, it could be applicable to
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both physical and logical methods.
At first, they exposed the current situation concerning SMS recovery tools

and concluded that their area of influence had been quite limited and effective
in certain particles, such as the SIM module.

Next, they claimed that the main obstacle in internal memory acquisition
is the existence of default security mechanisms, not only for the Symbian, but
for other mobile platforms as well. As versions of OSs evolved, it is becoming
more difficult to penetrate the security locks that preserve the integrity and
availability of sensitive data. As a result, they implemented a technique to
bypass the AllFiles capability that leads to unlimited access to the Symbian
filesystem. The researchers managed to create a sub-directory (“\sys\bin”)
under any directory in the phone, place executable files in it, and then map
it to a new drive letter, thus effectively putting these executable files into
the valid executable path. They also configured a Symbian Authority Cer-
tificate and integrated it in the device with the aid of the mapdrive API,
by triggering the Symbian Certificate Store. By doing so, they have been
capable of allowing their tool to acquire permissions of executing different
kinds of commands while leaving other security mechanisms activated and
providing them from intervening to its functionality. This is considered a
revolutionary technique, since its predecessor capability hacks like HelloOx
different versions (Pooters, 2010) totally disabled security mechanisms, mak-
ing the device a potential target for malicious attacks. Since security locks
had been bypassed, they were able to locate the previously invisible path
to the folder containing the unallocated and active SMS within the internal
memory, which is the \Private\1000484b\Mail2 one. They figured out that
each file entry inside the folder referred to an allocated SMS. Moreover, they
implemented an algorithm in order to perceive properly the actual packet
and message length (Thing and Tan, 2012). Acquiring deleted SMS from
the index file was a slightly different procedure. The fact that every deleted
message started with a certain sequence of digits and alphanumeric charac-
ters facilitated their work. Along with a maximum number of bytes (64) that
had been noted for every deleted entry and observation of different kinds of
indices, messages up to that bytes limit could be partially or fully recovered.
Researchers proposed future expansion of the same experiment to other types
of protected data, such as MMS, e-mails notes, etc.

Thing and Chua (2012) developed a physical acquisition tool for Symbian
phones, entitled Symbian Acquisition Tool (SAT), written in Symbian C++.
The test subject phone was a Nokia N97 running the S60 5th edition. The
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tool is composed of an Acquisition Program, a Memory Extractor Module, a
Hash Generation Module and a File Compression Module (Thing and Chua,
2012). The Acquisition Program triggered the Memory Extraction Module,
which stored the bitwise copy of the memory image at a removable storage
media. The Hash Generation Module was necessary, since it computed the
SHA-1 value for future verification tasks. The File Compression Module was
used for reducing the image copy size in order to fit to the removable storage
media. The next step concerned filling the device memory with different
kind of data, deleting and/or adding new ones and extracting the results
concerning fragmentation as well. It seemed that fragmentation levels were
higher when many file modifications were taking place. Research would be
extended with other models except from Nokia ones and other OS versions.

3.8. WebOS Forensics

Casey et al. (2011) examined forensic acquisition related to the webOS
OS. Apart from presenting an outline of the technical characteristics, the
authors shared the results of two case studies concerning two famous device
carriers of the specific OS. The main challenge was spotted during the per-
formance of forensic acquisition on the system partition. Several tools and
traditional approaches have been implemented to support forensics on FAT32
filesystems. The researchers proposed two alternative methods of acquiring
an image of the system partition, which required a different procedure, since
its file system is ext3. Both techniques utilized the popular dd command
with some command variations (novaterm and novacom). The former was
the prevailing one, since it did not cause data modification. The empirical
investigation revealed that a real treasury of existing, but also unallocated
data could be retrieved.

3.9. Windows Mobile Forensics

Klaver’s work (Klaver, 2010) has been an influence to many future re-
searchers since not only it introduced revolutionary techniques in the MF
field, but also discussed the most significant parts of the hardware and soft-
ware related to them. His work concerned the study of physical acquisition
mechanisms on smartphones incorporating the Windows Mobile OS, ver. 6.0.
The most significant attributes of forensic importance were the bootloaders
and the RAM heap present in all the Windows Mobile devices. The funda-
mental role of bootloaders is system booting. In the forensic ecosystem, they
are also used for extracting a physical binary image of the memory of the
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device with effective or fruitless outcome. Despite the fact that bootloaders
exist in smartphones carrying other kinds of OSs, only Klaver gave a detailed
description of their utilities and applications in the forensic science. He also
mentioned that if a bootloader is prevented from being accessed, many prob-
lems concerning a potential forensic extraction might occur. Moreover, he
argued that the RAM heap is a treasury of unallocated data or data deriv-
ing from interaction with applications, since most buffers reside there. Just
like other researchers, he took highly into consideration and tried his re-
search methods to comply with the admissible forensic practices upon court
(Jansen and Ayers, 2007) and assumed that a sound investigation requires
inactive connections and heap alternations on the target handset. After cat-
egorizing acquisition methods to logical and physical ones, he reached the
conclusion that even though physical acquisition is more effective it is dan-
gerous for both the mobile phone and data stored in it.

On the other hand, he claimed that logical acquisition can become in-
sufficient if access to certain areas of the memory is prohibited and forensic
soundness can become compromised if bypassing modifications are used. He
then presented a pseudo-physical acquisition technique, as a mix of character-
istics from both types of acquisitions. The actions set consisted of a bitwise
copy of the flash memory image obtained through ActiveSync. This could
be achieved through the use of a “dedicated dll loaded into the system under
investigation, thus overwriting RAM and possibly flash memory” (Klaver,
2010). If this had been a physical acquisition procedure, the outcome would
be at flash hardware level. Since this technique has been followed, the pro-
duced outcome would belong to the level of the file system. This attribute
prevented unallocated data from being retrieved and contributed to the hy-
brid nature of the method.

A presentation of the pseudo-physical acquisition method wouldn’t be
complete without an evaluation of the tools designed for the specific pur-
pose. Both of the tools utilized interacted with the target device in a way
that data on it had not been affected. This could be achieved either by remote
handling or by the use of removable storage media. An interesting approach
was provided when the author presented the file system reconstruction proce-
dure based on memory pages in pseudocode mode. Pseudocode was also for
describing acquisition procedures from files with high forensic importance,
such as cemail.vol and pim.vol, with the use of proper libraries and dlls. Yet
another unique feature offered in the context of this research, is the use of
a Python script, namely cedbexplorer.py, as a potential algorithm to retrieve
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standalone records within a database. Once a record was retrieved, it was
decompressed; its MD5 hash was calculated and then compared to the MD5
hash fingerprint deriving from xpdumpcedb.exe. Preliminary efforts were
made by the author toward understanding the way a program is interacting
with the heap and leaving traces on it. Hence, Klaver implemented another
Python script, heapdigger.py, which searched the heap marker in an image
and decoded the heap headers and subsequent heap items. This research
served as food for thought for many future ones and methods employed need
to be updated accordingly to accomodate newer versions of the OS.

A more limited version of acquisition and data analysis based on Klaver’s
work was proposed by (Casey et al., 2010) and applied only to non-password
protected devices. The authors adopted the same pseudo-physical acqui-
sition technique as Klaver and made use of one of the tools he proposed.
Difficulties in retrieving deleted data were taken highly into consideration,
without focusing on the acquisition methods related to each kind. Obstacles
that may arise are due to failures in reconstructing the file system, as well
as the fact that a certain amount of devices running the Windows Mobile
OS replace the content of deleted files with a sequence of 0xFF. Similarly to
other researchers in the field, they concluded that forensically valuable infor-
mation can be retrieved from the cemail.vol and pim.vol files. By presenting
a detailed structure of the cemail.vol file, they emphasize on the importance
of the data provided within it. They also promoted the use of a hex editor
to retrieve hidden deleted data.

Another place susceptible for containing important information is the sys-
tem registry, since there could be found details of the configuration and use
of a device (Casey et al., 2010). The researchers mainly focus on the impor-
tance of acquired data during an investigation. An interesting aspect was
presented in the end of the research, concerning the remote execution of a
piece of code sending data to a third party entity, which observes the user’s
actions. Such a task may not be visible upon the task manager or perceived
by the average user, but it can still run on memory or be detectable by the
RAPI tools commands (Klaver, 2010). In this direction, Casey et al. (2010)
propose an implementation of discovering such processes by a program en-
titled MobileSpy, which had been able to detect this kind of changes, but
the documentation provided would have been more satisfying if tested on
more than one devices. Casey et al. (2010)’s work completes the experimen-
tal overview provided in Klaver’s and can be further used for a plethora of
examples.
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The work introduced by Rehault (Rehault, 2010) was a case study of a
pseudo-physical acquisition method implemented strictly for the HTC TyTnll
device running Windows Mobile ver. 6.0. The author used a modified boot-
loader and acquired a bitwise copy of the flash memory. As far as we are
aware of, this is the only work providing an analytic overview of the compo-
nents and functionality of a bootloader. Afterwards, the author proceeded
with the file system and registry reconstruction, while well known carving
tools were used to retrieve the contents of databases, such as cemail.vol and
unallocated files. The acquisition method proposed showed the major im-
pediment of inflexibility, since devices even from the same vendor cannot be
compatible with one unified bootloader type.

Grispos et al. (2011) studied data acquisition concerning the applicable
forensic techniques on smartphones running the Windows mobile OS. This
work does not propose a new method, but makes a comparison between
the ones already developed. The lack of a standardization structure within
forensic acquisition processes seemed to be the major challenge, since they
had to create a hypothesis and adapt it to the tools they used from scratch.
The study began with a classification of acquisition methods to physical and
logical and a presentation of the tools used during each one. The test smart-
phone was running the 6.1 ver. and wasn’t supplied with an external storage
card, since the authors claimed that it was unnecessary, due to previous
studies conducted on the subject. The device succumbed to manual, phys-
ical and logical acquisition procedures. Before any kind of acquisition took
place, ActiveSync was enabled. As far as it concerns physical acquisition, the
researchers used a pseudo-physical technique, implemented by Cellebrite’s
Universal Forensics Extraction Device Physical Pro edition, version 1.1.3.8
(Grispos et al., 2011).

The same forensic suite was also used in order to complete the logical
examination. Since data extracted from physical acquisition techniques were
not in human readable format, tools such as forensic toolkits and file carvers
were used to interpret different kinds of files from the binary image. Apart
from commercial file carvers, the Klaver (2010) python script, cedbexplorer.py
was used as a different approach to achieve data extraction from database
files, such as cemail.vol. Moreover, string extractors were used for extracting
the content of allocated files. On the other hand, logical and manual acqui-
sition extractions needed no further editing. After completing every kind of
acquisition, the authors implemented a technique where retrieved data and
artifacts were tested through MD-5 hash functions and compared to the orig-
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inal ones. As a result, retrieved pieces of information were classified to four
categories, three out of which concerned the relevance between the original
and the extracted ones. The last one was used if the artifacts were neither
detected nor supported. Data that had not been fully detected were addition-
ally tested by a fuzzy hash, in order to measure its similarity to the original
ones. As expected, results deriving from the two categories of acquisition
types were different at a major scale. Unallocated files were only retrieved
through physical acquisition and the use of WinHex, while it was unable to
recover any data relevant to appointments, contacts and call logs, most of
which were stored in the embedded databases. Logical acquisition was capa-
ble of recovering those data types. Various differences were presented even
between retrieved files of the same kind. The researchers concluded that, in
order to acquire a fulfilling data set concerning a forensic investigation, a set
of acquisition methods and tools should be applied. Also, extra attention
has to be paid on the integrity and validity of the tools used.

Satheesh Kumar et al. (2012) proposed an agent-based approach for
forensic acquisition on Windows Mobile devices. A unique feature of the
specific research was that, apart from a technical framework introduction,
the writers dedicated a section describing the most significant parts of a
real-time investigation procedure divided into seven phases: Identification,
Seizure, Acquisition, Authentication, Analysis, Presentation and Preserva-
tion. They claimed that all phases are of equal importance to the inves-
tigation results, but two of them, acquisition and analysis, present major
technical significance. The authors implemented the tool they proposed on
these two aforementioned phases. Firstly, they made a small-scale evalua-
tion of acquisition methods and recommended physical as the high quality
and effective one. Due to limitations concerning the division of internal
memory types to flash ROM and RAM, they concluded that physical ac-
quisition couldn’t be performed in a satisfying scale; logical acquisition on
the other hand is the most frequent choice. Meanwhile, they calculated the
connectivity requirements needed for a proper setup, such as USB/Bluetooth
bridge from the mobile device to a computer and ActiveSync/Windows Mo-
bile Device Center (WMDC) installation on the workstation. Then, they
gathered the forensically important data sets, which resided in the file sys-
tem, databases and registry. The software agent the researchers proposed
was an all-in-one tool, combining logical acquisition attributes enabling it
to interact with the most important databases (cemail.vol and pim.vol) and
pseudo-physical acquisition traits, such as RAPI tools (Casey et al., 2010;
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Klaver, 2010). In their research there were no innovative features, but a
complete solution other than applying many different techniques at the same
time. Finally, they presented the tool infrastructure, acquisition results on
a test device and compared it to other commercial forensic tools. Such a
comparison though couldn’t be considered accurate, since some tools didn’t
provide simultaneous physical and logical acquisition support.

To the best of our knowledge, the research related to devices running
the newer versions of the Windows Mobile OS, Windows Phone 7 and 8,
is significantly weak. Kaart et al. (2013) mentioned that databases (EDB)
previously present in older versions of the OS, such as pim.vol can also be
found in Windows Phone devices and that its structure and contents have
significant forensic value. Moreover, they pointed out that Klaver (2010) has
conducted a high quality research in manipulation of EDB files for forensic
purposes. Due to the fact of not being able to track down some reports or
research papers describing the structure of the pim.vol file, they decided to
use reverse-engineering, aiming to acquire as much information as possible.
One of the first warnings they addressed to the community was the uncer-
tainty of the accuracy concerning their assumption. They used hex-dumps
and structure diagrams for representing the structural elements and other de-
tails of the file. The experiments took place in a device running version 6.1 of
the OS. The writers proceeded in developing a custom tool that “extracted
databases and records from the EDB volumes” (Kaart et al., 2013) into the
Traces framework. Afterwards, they presented the structure of the EDB file,
and analyzed the existing page types and connections between them. One
interesting trait discovered, was the relation between unallocated entries and
record slots. Specifically, when a change in an entry occurred, a new slot
pointer was created. This implied that older record may exist until some
other entry occupies their slot. The existence of irrelevant number or letter
sequences between records implied the use of XPRESS compression. Lastly,
the extraction and interpretation results were also compared to the results
used in the research paper by Klaver (2010)concluding that the number of
exported entries was equal in both cases. Moreover, some databases, that
had not been successfully traced by the method in Klaver (2010), such as

sysDeletedRows and sysRowTrack were exported in the current case.
Since the results had been satisfactory enough, the authors proposed the
same method to be applied in Windows Phone 7 devices, so as to trigger
further research to that direction.
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3.10. Multiple OSs Forensic Studies
JTAG is one widely used physical acquisition method. Even if the initial

use of the JTAG port is to produce test vectors for board examination or
debugging in embedded systems (Breeuwsma, 2006). The author took ad-
vantage of the formerly mentioned port functions so as to extract a bitwise
memory image. The paper was not solely dedicated to the description of the
JTAG method, but also to the possible impediments an investigator might
have faced, such as the watchdog timer, which is responsible for resetting the
processor when spotting the absence of normal functioning control signals, or
other incidents related to reset. Hence, he proposed solutions to these issues,
such as reset prevention by forfeiting the embedded system with a sample
vector. Moreover, he provided the potential investigator with a walkthrough
on finding and accessing the JTAG port. Finally, the author presented an
example image of the JTAG anatomy from a target device used during the
experimental phase. Note that this paper has been published in 2006. How-
ever, it is included in the current work due to the importance of the findings
it presents.

Yates (2010) seems to hold the credits for primary forensic research, while
the field of SSDF wasn’t fully formed. His study consisted of the main
characteristics of the most prevailing OS for mobile devices and how they can
be utilized in potential MF investigations. Later on, he exposed the unique
features of mobile devices that make the forensics discipline referring to them
more complicated than that of desktop computers. Moreover, he presented
some commonly used forensic suites and tools as a point of reference.

Mutawa et al. (2012) focused on performing a forensic examination of
mobile devices equipped with the most popular OSs, Android (ver. 2.3.3),
Blackberry (ver. 6.0) and iOS (ver. 4). More precisely, Facebook, Twit-
ter and MySpace mobile versions of applications were installed, and used in
order to provide a satisfying amount of information to be retrieved. After
conducting a logical acquisition on the devices, they performed a manual
analysis on each of the logical images acquired. The extraction and analysis
procedure was fully certified, since they consulted the guidelines provided by
NIST (Jansen and Ayers, 2007). They argued that the investigation proce-
dure would be more accurate if browser data were taken into consideration
as well, since many users prefer logging in to social networks from a plain
browser tab than the application itself. Therefore, there was no data loss,
because the investigation was originally restricted to the use of applications
only.
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Blackberry Desktop Software (BDS) was utilized to perform logical acqui-
sition in the test-subject Blackberry phones, with the sync option disabled.
Official backup software prevents from changes taking place to crucial ele-
ments of the logical image. Thus, this method is acceptable on court (ACPO,
2007; Jansen and Ayers, 2007). A logical copy was acquired, but no traces of
data deriving from social networking applications were found. Since this op-
eration failed, further research should be conducted on the subject. Although
the authors claim Zdziarski’s method (Zdziarski, 2008; Hoog and Gaffaney,
2009) to be superior and the most accurate iPhone forensics technique, their
investigation is limited to the use of iTunes backup utility, with the automatic
sync feature powered off. This decision poses the dilemma of: to jailbreak or
not to jailbreak. Nevertheless, data acquisition was successful, since a great
amount of social networking interaction data could be retrieved from all the
applications tested. This kind of information includes: Facebook user and
friend data, friends with active chat sessions, timestamps, comments posted,
all previously logged-in users; Twitter usernames, profile pictures and tweets;
Myspace credentials, posts and timestamps. Android examination seems to
be the most disputable category, since acquiring data from a non-rooted de-
vice eliminates the quantity and quality of useful information to be gathered.
On the other hand, rooting a device makes significant changes to the poten-
tial admissible evidence upon court. The option of rooting has been chosen,
aiming to effectiveness. A standalone application, namely MyBackup was
used to extract the logical backup to an external SD card. Analysis of the
logical image returned usernames, pictures uploaded and viewed, chat mes-
sages and created albums from Facebook; usernames, tweets and device info
for Twitter and usernames, passwords, cached files and cookies for MySpace.
Although the results from the examination procedure were satisfying enough
for two out of the three OS platforms tested, it is hard to reach certain
conclusions. There is a need for use of different techniques and approaches,
enhanced by the use of different forensics tools, since they all have altering
specifications in various data types. Further research should be conducted in
order to produce statistics that will lead to strengthening any weak points
showing up.

Every research method can contribute some interesting assets to the field,
such as knowledge, application of it in practice and experimental results. Re-
search and experiments conducted by (Chun and Park, 2012) belong to that
specific category. They studied logical acquisition techniques from two target
devices, running the Android OS ver. 2.1 and the Windows Mobile ver. 6.1.
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Research was strictly limited to certain types of acquisition and data types.
The authors proceeded to logical acquisition with the use of official backup
and sync suites for each devicee. ActiveSync was used for the Windows Mo-
bile one, while Kies for Android. ActiveSync is considered a global backing
up suite for Windows Mobile handsets; Android devices on the other hand,
apart from few exceptions such as the Samsung mobile phones don’t have a
specific backing up suite baseline (Grover, 2013). This last fact imposes many
questions concerning the different interaction of Android devices to that type
of data extraction and creates more experimental needs. Since the retrieval
procedure only consisted of interaction with official product software, there
was no need for interfering with security locks or other trespassing methods,
such as rooting. This approach though is not applicable to a real scenario,
since the amount of data to be acquired will be relatively smaller compared
to the one demanded for fulfilling the needs of a typical investigation.

The data types the authors aspired to extract were also limited to user-
edited ones, such as images, SMS and contacts. One severe factor that was
not taken into consideration or left intentionally undocumented was the iso-
lation of the devices from any kind of networking source. The only potential
precaution for both devices was that they had to be switched on during the
acquisition procedure. Official backup suites had the ability to restore deleted
files, but there was no further information provided about the quantity or
quality of them. Lack of metrics concerning data integrity and availabil-
ity was also spotted in the results concerning the allocated data acquisition,
since the authors had just claimed that some files were impossible to be read.
A limited scale research can provide useful information. However, since the
research field is small, such kind of studies have to be supported by a critical
mass of experimental data for creating detailed metrics and statistics.

The great majority of field studies step on existing methods in order to
evolve or even disapprove them. Fewer, on the other hand, develop innovative
research elements of mobile devices and how they can become useful to de-
velopment of new theories. Park et al. (2012) discussed a method of forensic
analysis from fragmented memory pages, when the reconstruction of the file
system is impossible. Their first goal was to explain the basic characteristics
of memory types of smartphones and the mechanisms they use for balancing
deletion actions alongside the memory in order to augment the estimated life
span of the device. Next, they clarified that data acquisition can be partially
easy, since they are only deleted on block level. They then proposed a pro-
cess model concerning forensic analysis, in which they introduced the flash
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memory page analysis that can occur whenever the reconstruction of the file
system is impossible or for not allocated areas in the file system.

The flowchart proposed in this work can be considered an extended ver-
sion of the one demonstrated by Simao et al. (2011). By the time the re-
search was undertaken, the process model was applicable only to Android
and iOS devices. One of the most interesting features of the process model
they proposed was that it concerned a real-time investigation scenario and
not separate acquisition techniques. The memory analysis method consisted
of four scalable steps, which serve in reducing the estimated size of the mem-
ory to be examined. Duplicate entries, metadata and forms of certain data
outlined by their size were excluded from the examination. The last step
concerns the remaining data classification, according to their format. Data
that have been through compression, such as audio, video and documents
were named after random and their acquisition is considered a difficult task,
due to their size and consequently their fragmentation level. This can be eas-
ily explained, since the bigger a file is, the more scattered it can be through
memory blocks. On the other hand, non-random data are smaller in size,
such as Web pages, SQLite databases and text data. Both categories need
specialized tools in order to be retrieved and completely restored. For proper
documentation, the authors also conducted two case studies in two mobile
devices, supporting the YAFFS and the EXT4 file system. The method pro-
posed is still in a primitive phase of development and many features need
to be added for providing full functionality, such as simultaneous support of
two file types on one memory page.

4. Discussion

As already mentioned, MF is a relatively new discipline. The first guide-
lines and studies - published around 2007 - were major contributions to the
field, since many future research initiatives were influenced by them. A rel-
atively big growth in the number of publications was noticed in 2011 and
2012, when smartphones had become increasingly widespread and the same
had occurred to their involvement into crimes.

4.1. Representation of the major contributions in chronological order

Figure 1 represents a timeline of literature concerning the field of MF. As
already mentioned, works prior to 2007 are not included, since technology is
considered outdated and thus beyond the scope of this survey. The horizontal
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axis in the bottom of the figure represents the presence, absence or coexis-
tence of low-level modification mechanisms. Studies may concern modified
devices, non-modified ones, while in some others, both types can coexist.
Different kinds of geometrical shapes refer to OS types (e.g., Circle to An-
droid, diamond to Blackberry, rounded rectangle to theoretical background
and standardization and so forth). Shapes are placed within the diagram
according to their chronological order. Numbers inside them correspond to
the entry number in the References, while letters to the acquisition type pre-
sented. Choice of letters is as close to the first letter of each acquisition type
as possible. P stands for Physical Acquisition, L for Logical Acquisition, A
for all acquisition types, while N shows that no techniques were mentioned
in the context of the corresponding work. Texture fill is related to the data
types each research work examined. Large grid implies all data types, dark
vertical (vertical lines) refer to the user data category, dark horizontal (hor-
izontal lines) to user and application data, dark downward diagonal to OS
and application data, and a lack of texture indicates absence of data types.
Solid lines between two shapes imply influence, while dashed ones imply com-
pliance or reference to theory and regulations. On the other hand, dash dot
dot texture represents an implicit reference, i.e. similar points of view that
don’t refer directly to each other.

As we observe from Figure 1, older contributions affected (and continue
to affect) many others in the following years. Therefore, for obtaining a holis-
tic view of the MF field, one has to go back a considerable number of years.
This is actually the reason why we decided to take into account 7 years of
MF developments, and comes despite the fact that technological advances on
smartphone hardware and associated platforms are moving ahead in a very
rapid pace. Also, one can argue that since several research works as depicted
in Figure 1 are influenced and based on past ones, there is a tendency of
researchers improving previous studies than deciding to occupy themselves
in the exploration of new research spaces. From a quantitative point of view,
almost half of the research works examined (25 out of 53) concerned de-
vices without any low-level modification (root, jailbreak or capability hack).
This occurred due to the implicit need for the provision of an original im-
age of the state of the device according to the proposed guidelines (ACPO,
2007; Jansen and Ayers, 2007). The majority of research papers shown in
Figure 1 that belong to the non-modified category have been influenced
by the guidelines. Notably, the appearance frequency of studies concern-
ing low-level modified devices is augmenting during the last two years. This
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fact implies the necessity for re-examination of the theoretical background
concerning the austerity of admissibility methods, since investigations upon
non-modified devices is resulting to a smaller quantity of acquired evidence.
Claims mentioned above can also be verified from the fact that recent studies
are concerned but not restricted to existing guidelines/specifications. This
incident shows an escape tendency. Apart from the theoretical background,
assumptions extracted may trigger new research interests towards design and
implementation of different hardware architecture for mobile devices, so they
can become more forensic-tolerant.

Bear in mind that the more a mobile OS gets popular worldwide and
taking into consideration the exceptions we have mentioned previously, the
more research focus on it becomes. For instance, from 2009 to 2011, the
number of works concerning Android forensics was multiplied by three. Nev-
ertheless, research should not halt for OS types that have been outdated,
since they can still contribute a lot to investigations and newer techniques
can be effective on older devices and file systems as well.

Thirty nine (29) out of fifty three (53) works included research for all the
data types mentioned in Section 2.3. This result signifies that everything
is important in an investigation and can serve as possible evidence. There
is no disregard to any data type. Therefore, user data are the most highly
appreciated, since they are the most important piece of evidence. As a result,
almost every research is taking them into consideration. Moreover, calls and
SMS data were the ones with the greatest evidential importance in the survey
of McMillan et al. (2013). Another data combination appearing frequently
is user and application data. It is mostly spotted in studies concerning social
networking or Instant Messaging (IM) applications, when a combination of
both data types was inevitable. User data are highly appreciated, but, de-
pending on the underlying case, location (GPS) data may also be of high im-
portance (Lessard and Kessler, 2009; Bader and Baggili, 2010; Hoog, 2011;
Maus et al., 2011; Simao et al., 2011; Mylonas et al., 2013). As it is known,
location (GPS) data are not only limited to a pair of co-ordinates, but also
can be related to routes the suspect or the victim has roamed or even specific
Points of Interest(POIs) that can shed light to each case. (Berla Corporation,
2010).

4.2. Towards a common framework

Lack of standardization and frequent adaptation is a major issue in the
field of MF (Jansen and Delaitre, 2009; Lessard and Kessler, 2009). Rapid
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changes in technology, variations and gaps among different kinds of mobile
devices and OSs are making the procedure of creating a common framework
or standardization model a hard but challenging task for organizations and
researchers. Nevertheless, a great number of similar attributes are pointing
to that direction. The argument can be validated through the admission of
the fact that there are many common patterns among acquisition methods
and tools designed for each case. Client/server based models in forensic tools
implementation is one of the attributes, both present in Blackberry and Win-
dows Mobile devices (Sasidharan and Thomas, 2011). Similar adaptation
schemes are present in completely different research work. One of the most
vivid examples was the use of approximately the same flowchart concerning
acquisition techniques on Android and iOS devices, while there was no direct
influence between the two works (Park et al., 2012; Simao et al., 2011). Such
contributions can set the base of a generally acceptable model. Moreover,
many logical acquisition-oriented research use backup and synchronization
suites. Information Systems Analysis Methodology can be applied so as sci-
entists to be able to develop a multi-leveled MF Framework, where the lower
(zero) level would consist of common, general conceptions, and the higher
level ones would concern the different attributes and actions performed. The
Forensic Spiral (Jansen and Delaitre, 2009) was an early official attempt for
general standardization, concerning forensic tools deployment in the mobile
computing ecosystem. The backbone of the model was based on the fact
that technology is shape-shifting quickly; so a potential forensic tool should
be able to comply with changes, but not be distributed until being officially
validated by the corresponding organization. Modification of the device state
at the moment of seizing is another issue to be resolved and has a common
extent to every kind of device.

There also seems to be some lack of standardization of evidence descrip-
tion, up to a semantic/ontological level. This is already done for other com-
puter forensics (Brinson et al., 2006; Gayed et al., 2012).

Last but not least, we could conclude that we can only consider the right
and maybe wrong MF tool within context, i.e. the first responder needs to
take on board the suspect’s capabilities (offender profiling) and the particular
offense of course, for being able to decide which data are of relevance to the
case and which could be discarded. So in order to have a useful and applicable
standardization exercise, these aspects need also to be included. In other
words, we need to accept that there are no universally accepted best practices,
but only context dependent ones. The former assumption is strengthened
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after the very recent NIST draft on MF guidelines by Ayers et al. (2013). The
document updates the state-of-the-art and focuses on the variety of forensic
tools and methods existing that lead to the conclusion that the appropriate
method to be used is relative and based on the incident. As mentioned in
(Chabrow, 2013), one of the main characteristics of the new draft guideline, is
the absence of a strict acquisition rule; “the guidance is not all-inclusive and
does not prescribe how law enforcement and incident response communities
should handle mobile devices during their investigations or incidents”.

4.3. Future Challenges

Almost every research considered in the context of this work concludes
or implies that a forensic investigation is complete when every possible ac-
quisition method is applied. Even though at least three different physical
acquisition methods have been spotted, the most widespread is the use of
(adapted) bootloaders, no matter the OS of the target device. This hap-
pens not only because it is considerably the safest method amongst all but
because it is simultaneously cost-effective and providing satisfying results.
Although pseudo-physical acquisition is documented enough, dissemination
of information and documentation are still poor concerning the other kinds
of physical acquisition, such as chip-off and JTAG. When a real-time incident
takes place, forensic analysts will need more time and effort for acquiring the
amount of information needed in order to perform the other tasks of physical
acquisition. Existing tools for most common makes and brands can facilitate
the investigation procedure, but a documentation concerning experimental
results could make the real difference. Even if experiments in a big scale
concerning JTAG and chip-off techniques may be less affordable, they still
have to be conducted.

Accessibility of features and parts of the mobile devices that are crucial
for forensic investigations, such as bootloaders and the RAM heap should be
ensured. A boot loader might lack the functionality to copy memory while
the RAM heap might be practically inaccessible.

The great majority of experiments takes place on specific brands of mobile
devices and versions of operating systems. It is generally accepted though,
that even devices that run the same OS present different behavior. This
means that while a MF method may be operational and useful for a certain
version of a given mobile platform, it can become obsolete very quickly due,
say, to the installation of an OS patch. As a result, brand and model di-
versity is another factor that needs to be taken into serious consideration.
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Many researchers rely solely on commercial forensic tools, taking advantage
of their ease-of-use compared to raw acquisition techniques. Even though
this approach can be less time-consuming, there is always a possibility that
results may not be satisfactory enough. Optimal retrieval quality level can
be achieved by the combination of commercial suites and also innovative
research methods.

Newer versions of mobile OSs are equipped either with security mecha-
nisms that are hard to bypass, such as Symbian versions after 9.0, or preserve
data integrity with encryption methods to avoid possible compromising sit-
uations, such as iOS 4.x. These facts impose the challenge of continuously
adapting the existing methods to the new standards and experiments, for
the researchers to have a complete view of the field. Additionally, effective
acquisition methods applied in the past have to be revised, evaluated from
the onset and modified (if possible), so as to comply with the new technol-
ogy attributes, that is, newer OS versions and the embedment of advanced
and sophisticated hardware. Hash functions are used in order to preserve
the integrity of the acquired data sets. If the fingerprint of the retrieved
file or instance is the same as the original, then acquisition procedure has
been completed successfully. On the other hand, hash functions may allow
collisions, which, at least theoretically, can be used as exploits. An inten-
tionally modified acquired file or instance can bypass hashing control and
then be able to obfuscate an investigation procedure, by altering, deleting or
modifying existing data on the device.

Since newer research shows escape tendencies from the theoretical back-
ground (that is demanding a total absence of altering the devices state after
seizure), it is debatable whether and to which degree OS architecture or
low-level modification culture should be revisited. A total recall concern-
ing hardware is a difficult and high-cost procedure; it also will not provide
any kind of solution for older devices. On the contrary, enabling rooting
privileges ever since a device is released and implementing a software-based
solution in order to preserve security and prevent from misuse is probably a
more decent solution, which can also be applied to older devices by, say, a
firmware upgrade.

Also, it appears that due to the nature of smartphones, many MF pro-
cedures must inevitably involve live forensics as the device needs to be pow-
ered on (traditional dead forensics are almost useless). There is an upcom-
ing trend of comparison between live and dead forensic techniques (Pooters,
2010; Garfinkel, 2010; AlZarouni, 2011; Lai et al., 2011; Sylve et al., 2012).
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As such, MF needs to consider approaches followed by triage tools (incident
response tools). This is also a very hot and topical research domain. In rela-
tion to the above point, network forensics seem also to be closely coupled to
MF as smartphone devices are in (virtually) constant and pervasive connec-
tivity with other devices. According to the work proposed by Hoog (2011),
modifications taking place on a device, intentional or not, can compromise
further acceptance as evidence. One of the ways that prevent this kind of
changes is isolation from any network source, which, by default presents
a plethora of advantages and disadvantages. There are applications where
loss of connectivity triggers destruction of data (i.e., the opposite with the
remote wipe Blackberry and iOS functionality (Research In Motion, 2011;
Apple Inc., 2013). This is for sure to challenge the first responder’s judge-
ment and generate the dilemma “to place the seized device in a faraday bag,
or not to..?”. This also shows the importance of Principle 1 and 2 of ACPO
(ACPO, 2007).

As already mentioned in section 1, malware especially designed for mod-
ern mobile platforms are rapidly becoming a serious threat. In most cases,
such malicious software is acounted for compromising the normal behaviour
of the device in order to bypass the security controls and execute mali-
cious commands. Mobile devices infected by malware may be also part
of a botnet anticipating remote commands to unleash synchronized attacks
(Damopoulos et al., 2011).

Without doubt, mobile malware growth is also a great concern in the
context of MF. To determine whether a mobile device has been compromised
by malware it is necessary to perform either an offline analysis, where a
duplicate of the flash memory is examined, or a live examination directly
on the device (Casey, 2013). For instance, a customized bootloader that
bypasses the OS of the device may be used to obtain the flash memory. After
that, one is able to mount the forensic image on a forensic examination system
and have it scanned using a proper version of antivirus software. Generally,
however, there exist two main types of software analysis methods, namely
static and dynamic. According to the first one, the software of interest is
directly analyzed using the source code, or if not available, the corresponding
binary file by means of reverse-engineering techniques (Schmidt et al., 2009;
Egele et al., 2011). In dynamic analysis, on the other hand, the behavior of
the software is examined while it is executed by the OS on the host device
(Blasing et al., 2010; Damopoulos et al., 2012b).

A recently discovered vulnerability (Forristal, 2013) in every Android ver-
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sion implemented until now is expected not only to provoke certain kind
of turmoil to the ecosystem, but also serve as an information extraction
means for the MF discipline. It is related to Android application package
file (APK) code modification without interfering to any cryptographic mecha-
nisms. Putting it another way, this weakness allows changing an application’s
code leaving at the same time the cryptographic signature of the application
untouched. This way, Android can be fooled into believing the application is
original. Thus, any Trojan can penetrate in the system. This kind of attack
is not only implemented for the Android OS. Malware injection is rather a
growing tendency, especially for jailbreaking kind of attacks in other OSs
as well. A recent example that doesn’t even impose rooting (at least in a
direct way) refers to this attack type with the use of a malicious (disguised)
usb charger, developed specifically for the iOS platform (Arnott, 2013). MF
scientists can take advantage of this attribute and establish a mutual com-
munication bus between the target device and a forensic workstation.

Very recently, a new category of home entertainment devices, namely
SmartTV, have penetrated the market. SmartTV systems have also high
forensic value as it can reveal important information about their user. These
devices have very similar architecture with that of a mobile device as they
afford CPU, memory, network interfaces and custom or legacy OS, including
Android and iOS. Thus, MF methods and tools may be well-fitted to those
systems as well. However, so far, we are not aware of any MF method
being applied in the context of these systems. This is due to the limited
number of running services, the lack of rich accessibility interfaces (for low-
level interaction with the device), and the restricted OS access permissions.
Moreover, until now, no rooting (jailbreaking) methods have arisen to be
applicable in SmartTV (Kuipers et al., 2013). Thus, a unified framework
needs to consider how the technology will evolve in the years to come.

The emergence of innovative acquisition methods like the FROST one
(Muller and Spreitzenbarth, 2013) encourages the further implementation of
similar techniques, that seem to be a promising future for the discipline.
Nonetheless, the data alteration issue still has to be resolved.

Last but not least, a research timeline has to be updated over the years,
in order to preserve the ability of observing the trends within the field. This
will provide researchers with quicker and more effective decision making pro-
cesses.
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5. Conclusions

MF is a discipline which presents a steady growth. The research con-
ducted and undergoing standardization attempts indicate that the area is
under continuous development. After identifying the challenges, this work
provides a comprehensive review and classification of the state-of-the-art re-
search in the field of MF. It therefore contributes in presenting a holistic
approach of how MF evolved along the years. Many OSs, acquisition and
data types cases were examined and trends deriving from them were ob-
served. As far as we are aware of, this is the first time an exhaustive and
detailed survey of this kind is attempted. The current work can be used as a
reference to anyone interested in better understanding the facets of this fast
evolving area. It is also expected to foster research efforts to the development
of fully-fledged solutions that put emphasis mostly to the technological, but
also to the standardization aspect.
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Figure 1: Major smartphone forensics approaches in chronological order. The arrows
indicate interrelation between proposals ((i.e., [b] has been influenced by [a])
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